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A STUDY OF THE INCREASED ENROLWTENT IN OUR SECONDARY
SCHOOLS ON ACCOUl^'T OF THE NATIONAL RECOVERY ACT
INTRODUCTION
In the period from 1914 to 1930, the number of high
school students In Unites States Increased from 1,200,000 to
4,300,000, ’’a marvelous Increase unprecedented In the whole
history of education, of 261^; while the days of schooling In
high schools Increased 340^."^ The rapid growth of secondary
school attendance has become even more pronounced since 1930,
with the coming of a period of depression which threw back In-
to the school system boys and girls. In their ’teens who could
no longer find employment and who returned to school because
there was nothing better to do. Educators were Inclined to
believe that the "peak enrollments" In our high schools would
recede somewhat with the return of more prosperous times.
However, the New Deal era of 1933, bringing Into being the
National Recovery Act, has made certain that these -"peak en-
rollments" are going to be of a lasting duration, because by
the terms of the codes Introduced Into various fields of en-
deavor the labor of children under the age of sixteen will no
longer be allowed. In other words, the National Recovery Act
has raised the nation’s compulsory school age to sixteen years.
The writer Intends to show how the position of our
secondary school has been changed as a result of the new type
1
John Dewey, In an address to Yale Local, American Federation
of Teachers, January 28, 1933.
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of student that has come to the high school as part of the
working of the National Recovery Act. The high school no
longer Is a 'preparatory Institution, fitting Its students for
college or for further Instruction of a specialized kind In
some trade or profession. A "new fifty percent''^ has come In-
to the high school. They are preparing for nothing In parti-
cular. When their high school days are finished, they will be
looking for "jobs"^ - forms of employment that require no par-
ticular school preparation.
The problem of Increased enrollment In the last few
years has run hand In hand with the decrease In school appro-
prlatlons caused by the need of municipal retrenchment every-
where. While It Is not the purpose of this discussion to en-
ter Into the pros and cons of the financial troubles of local
school systems, yet the operation of the nation’s public insti-
tutions of learning has been severely checked by monetary limi-
tations. Any study of the Increased enrollment or the new
curriculum of the high school would be Inadequate, If It failed
to take Into consideration how far changes of an Improving na-
ture have been limited by lack of funds to carry them out.
g— ^ - -———
'This expression coined by Dr. E. W. Butterfield, Connecticut
State Commissioner of Education
^*Dr. Butterfield makes this distinction In his address before
the Dept, of Superintendence, Minneapolis, Peb. 28, 1933.
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REPORT OF PREVIOUS STUDIES MADE
,
While there may be no study made under e:(actly the
same heading as this one. Its central aspect, that of evolving
a more satisfactory course of study for the "other fifty per-
cent", has been considered time and again during recent years.
Dr. E. W. Butterfield, State Commissioner of Education for
Connecticut, has dwelt much on what he chooses to call "edu-
cation for those who are going to work at jobs", meaning, of
course, those people who are to make their living at non-pro-
fesslonal and non-trade occupations such as chauffeurs, milk-
men, laborers, policemen, etc. He would change the high school
curriculum to meet their future needs. Professor John J. Ma-
honey of Boston University has devoted the last ten years to a
study of a new social science curriculum for the schools. In
his School & Society and Education & Democracy courses, he
has been preparing prospective teachers for the new order.
Snedden of Columbia has stirred up discussion with his book
"what Is Wrong with American Education". Briggs, Co:x
,
and
MacAndrew have written much on curriculum revision. Brewer
of Harvard has specialized In revision of a vocational curri-
culum for secondary schools.
The National Self Government Committee, 80 Broadway,
New York, specializes In "making boys and girls public minded".
Their booklet "Civics as It should be taught - the’ truth about
4politics" has had a wide endorsement and circulation.
•
4 ,
*Sent free to any teacher on request.

The English Journal and The -English Leaflet are
filled with articles that suggest how the study of English
may be revised to meet the needs of the enrollment that has
come to our high schools as a result of the lack of opportun-
ity In the Industrial field for minors. Publications dealing
with other special subjects are also filled with articles that
propose methods for making the curriculum more articulate for
the "new fifty percent".
The Department of Superintendence of the N.E.A. In
February, 1934, at their national convention at Cleveland,
took for their subject "Civic Education". The Massachusetts
High School Principals Assn, at their thirteenth annual con-
vention at Framingham In April, 1934, considered the elimina-
tion of Shakespeare from the curriculum for the "other fifty
percent." John Dewey and his school of followers at Colum-
bia have made large contributions to the educational philoso-
phy of the new order. "The Educational Frontier", a book re-
leased by these men In 1933, deals with recent problems of
education, many of which apply to the secondary school.
While It Is not the purpose to go on Indefinitely
cataloguing lists of writers and thinkers who advocate change
In the secondary school curriculum. It must be emphasized that
the present Is a period of crisis In the secondary school
field. The high school Is presented with a hard problem with
Its facilities sorely taxed by large numbers. Many suggestions
have been offered on how to better the methods of Instruction.
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Chapter One:
THE FAILURE OP THE CONTINUATION SCHOOL AS A CONTRIBUTING
FACTOR IN INCREASING HIGH SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
1. Continuation Schools In Massachusetts
"Continuation Schools^ were accepted by all the cltle
of the state on a referendum vote In 1919, and were opened In
1920. The first year of operation was the peek, and after a
slowly diminishing history they will probably pass out of ex-
istence next year unless the law governing the operation of
these schools Is so amended that the range of ages Included In
the school Is raised above the present sixteen year limit."
The continuation school In Massachusetts Is only
for pupils between the ages of fourteen and sixteen who are
not enrolled 'In the grammar or high schools. It was chiefly
Intended as a continuation of the education of working chil-
dren between those ages, and attendance la compulsory. There
are two classes of pupils. Those employed have to attend once
a week, for a period of four hours; those unemployed, five
times per week, for a total of twenty hours. The pupil cannot
continue In attendance beyond his sixteenth birthday. The
State meets half of the expense of these schools and the com-
1
munlty the other half. The curriculum of the continuation
school Includes English, Civics, Arithmetic, Machine Shop
Practice, Electricity, Dressmaking, Sewing, Cooking, and Car-
pentry.
s
5 i
*Henry Barbour, Supt
. ,
of Schools, Haverhill, Mass., as quoted
In Haverhill Gazette, Oct. 15, 1933, page 12 !
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62« The decline of the Continuation School In Massachusetts
"In the large cities the change has been startling.
The city of Boston opened Its school In 1920 )«lth 2200 boys;
last month It had eighteen. Boston and several other cities
built expensive new buildings to house their plants and now
they have been turned over to other purposes. It Is pretty
plain what the outcome Is to be, as several school systems
have already turned In that direction. The type of boy and
girl who In the past has sought employment when fourteen or
fifteen years old varies markedly from those of the same age
who have gone on to high school. These young people have left
school because they did not have the Intellectual capacity to
do high school work, or because they had no Interest In books.
They will still feel the same, and It Is going to be useless
to drive them for two years over the academic curriculum.
"when the Haverhill Continuation School was first
opened, there were three men and two women employed on full
time, with full classes. The present building was filled to
capacity with employed boys and girls who went to school one
day each per week. Last year there were 76 boys and 79 girls
enrolled at the school In September, pretty evenly divided
between the four-hour one day group and the twenty hour five-
day group. This year there were only 21 boys and 55 girls
listed, and of these, only one was a four-hour boy and only a
handful of girls fell In the same classification. As these
pupils automatically drop out of the school as they become
sixteen. It Is apparent that by the end of the present school
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In other places the story of shrinking enrollment Is
the same. ”The school (1924) now has a staff of twenty tea-
chers. The number of pupils In attendance varies considerably
with the conditions In the te:?tlle Industry, rising and falling
as business In the mills Is brisk or dull. The enrollment has
ranged from 1200 to 1700, one-tenth of this number attending
the school at one time. The present total e:xpendlture Is about
$50,000 a year."^ The above quotation represents the healthy
condition of the Lawrence Continuation School ten years ago.
At the present time the school has less than fifty pupils,
11
with only seven teachers, and an annual expenditure of $23,000,
most of which represent
s
‘ salaries
.
5. Corresponding Increase In High School enrollment.
"Too much emphasis cannot be laid upon the unsatis-
factory conditions under which the High School Is carried on.
Crowded to the doors, the assembly hall used for study pur-
poses, classes larger than even the most progressive schoolman
would countenance are held In school rooms where every nook
and corner Is occupied with study pupils. In previous years
there has been some outlet by way of employment and the con-
tinuation school; but this year there Is no employment for the
youngster between 14 and 16 on account of the National Recovery
Act . "®
8. H. Barbour op,clt. above, page 5
9. M. Dorgan: Lawrence Yesterday & To-day, 2nd ed
. ,
page 96
10.
Lawrence School Dept, report for 1933
H. Municipal budget, 1933, "Continuation School, $23,000"
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8The follo-wlng facts about the Lawrence High School enrollment
show the Influence of the decline of the continuation school:
12
In 1919, the number attending the school was 1236 on the open-
13
Ing day; In 1933, the number was 3701 on the opening day, an
Increase of approximately 200^. The teaching staff In the
12 13
same period jumped from 41 to 116, an Increase of 185^. In
that period, the population of the city decreased nine thousand
.
It Is safe to say that the Increase In numbers Is an Inheri-
tance of the depression. If the surplus school attendance were
able to find work they would now be In continuation school.
However, as Mr. Barbour said above, the continuation school Is *
dead as a result of the N.R.A.
4. Attempt to Relieve High School Enrollment by Revival of
the Continuation School
^ TF"
"At a special meeting to-day, the school board voted
to establish a"general vocational department" In conjunction
with the Continuation School... The establishment of the voca-
tional department will tend to Increase the enrollment of the
continuation school, according to Robert 0. Small, state deputy
commissioner of education In charge of vocational education.
The continuation school enrollment has been greatly depleted
by the Inauguration of the National Recovery Act. It Is hoped
that the new program wllT provide enough work for the eight
teachers of that school.
15
"The new general vocational department will receive
state aid for one-half of Its expenditures. Supt . of Schools,
.
12. M.Dorgan: History of Lawrence,
13. Figures furnished by Office of
1st edit
Lawrence
,
page 94 & page 10
H.S.
14. TJ.S. census :pop .1920, 94270; 1930, 85,068
15. Lawrence Tribune; June 30, 1934, page ona

Bernard M. Sheridan favors such a plan In vlevs of the fact
that La^^rence Is getting but little return from the ^23,000
expended on the continuation school. He said that he expected
an Increased enrollment of one hundred pupils vihen the new
course opens In the fall.
"Mr. Small explained that such a course Is now In
operation In Springfield, Chicopee, North Adams, Pittsfield,
Brockton, V/ebster, New Bedforc^, Newton, and Everett. The
course Is Intended for pupils over' fourteen years of age, from
the seventh grade and up. Units of credit or diplomas can be
awarded at the discretion of the local community.
"The subjects to be taught In the new department will
Include woodworking, machine shop and automobile practice;
of the program will be vocational and 25^ of academic nature."
The general Impression given by the account of the
"new vocational department" which the state Is sponsoring Is
that It Is but a drop In the bucket. It will take care of 100
more boys, according to Its sponsor. The same newspaper Issue
that reports this development, likewise reports an expected
16
Increase of 400 In Lawrence High enrollment over last year.
Even with an Increment of 100 pupils, the continuation school
will never approach Its old period of popularity of a decade
ago. Therefore we may conclude that the continuation school
Is a dying Issue as a result of the N.R.A.; that the overflow
which It formerly took care of Is now a permanent part of the
high school student body; that the new plan of the State
16. Lawrence Tribune; June 30, 1934, page 15, col. 4
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Department of Education to keep alive the continuation school
seems to be a feeble gesture, as It cares only for boys, and
as Individual communities cannot spare money at the present
i
time to set such courses up In an elaborate manner.
Chapter 2: LARGE INCREASE OP NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING NATIONALITIE;
J
IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
1. EXAMPLE OF SUCH AN INCREASE IN LAWRENCE H.S.
Perhaps, the problem of larger attendance of children
of southern and eastern European ancestry Is not present In
many communities as much as It Is In La^^rence. However, It
must be a noteworthy development In any city where there Is a
substantial percentage of nationalities that speak a language
other than English.
There has been no notable change In the number of
non-English speaking nationalities present In Lawrence In the
last fifteen years. If there has been any change In numbers
It has been a downward one, because of the restricted Immigra-
tion and the general decline of opportunity In the textile In-
dustry. The following talbe shows the number of Italians In
the graduating classes of the Lawrence High School, 1917 to
1933>
YEAR NO. of ITALIANS NO. In CLASS P.C. of I
1917 8 64 4.9
1921 17 218' 7.8
1925 26 310 8.6
1929 45 368 12.1
1933 78 489 15.9
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This table was compiled from consultation of lists
of graduates on the years Indicated. Such lists were found by
consulting local newspaper files. While such a method cannot
be Infallible, It comes close to the truth In the case of Ital-
ian names which are easily Identified by the characteristic
17
endings. A recent survey of the freshman class of Lawrence
High School showed that 20% and more of the members of that
class are children of Italian e:xtractlon. Many of these
youngsters attribute their poor showing In English composition
to the fact that at home their racial tongue Is spoken.
Since It Is harder to trace national origins of
other racial groups such as the Poles, Lithuanians, and Bo-
hemians, all of whom are present In large numbers, the writer
did not attempt to make listings of the numerical strength of
these peoples" In the high school population. It Is safe to
say, however, that they are present In large numbers, and they
have Increased proportionately just as the Italians have since
1917. From a list of high school graduates, during the years
1930 through 1934, In Lawrence, It Is safe to assume that more
than half of the names are not Nordic In origin. On the other
hand, Nordic names predominated In the ratio of four to one In
1917. These figures are not accurate, perhaps, but they are
surely Indicative of the trend of the high school population to
Include an ever Increasing number of Slavic and Latin names.
In the table below, the writer gives his estimates of origins,
based solely on judgment of the surname
17. Survey conducted by the principal of the high school In
February, 1934
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YEAR NUMBER IN CLASS NORDIC non-NORDIC % non-NORDIC
1917 164 131 33 20.1
1921 218 157 61 28 .0
1925 310 218 92 29.7
1929 368 223 145 39.4
1933 489 238 251 51.3
Nordics: British Isles, Scandinavians, Germans, French.
non-Nordics: Italians, Syrians, Armenians, Slavic nations,
Greeks, and others.
While the above classification may not follow the
dictionary definition of what Is Nordic or non-Nordic, It
shows that there Is an Increase of large proportions of non-
English speaking racial origins In the high school population
In Lawrence, particularly since 1925.
2. SHOULD THE CURRICULUM BE CHANGED TO MEET THE NEEDS OR
WANTS OF RACIAL GROUPS?
David Snedden has advocated the teaching of a for-
eign language In secondary schools In communities where there
Is a preponderant foreign-speaking national or racial group,
"within any one of our great states It should be possible to
find classes In secondary schools, from the seventh grade on-
ward, where Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish, French, Russian,
German, Itadlan, or other languages and literatures are being
18
studied."
The Italian population of Lawrence may not have heard
of Snedden, but they certainly believed his principles applied
In their case. On March 26, 1934, the matter came to a head
before the local school board, The matter was left to the
judgment of the superintendent of the public schools and the
principal of the high school, who Issued a report setting forth
18. "V/hat’s wrong with American Education", page 302
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several reasons why the study of Italian should not he added
to the school program.
3. REPORT ON THE ADVISABILITY OFADDING ITALIAN TO THE CODRSE
OF STUDY OF THE LAWRENCE HIGH SCHOOL
19
"When In 1931, the school committee received a peti-
tion signed by 75 undergraduates of the Lawrence High School,
practically all of Italian descent, to have Italian Included
In the course of studies, an Inquiry was made to ascertain the
extent to which the subject had already found a place In Massa-
chusetts high schools. At that time. It was found that Italian
was taught In three of the seventeen high schools of the city
of Boston; and outside of Boston, In Somerville and Cambrdlge.
"a similar Inquiry made for the purposes of this
report reveals that these cities are still the only ones offer-
ing Italian this year. In Both Somerville and Cambridge the
subject was Introduced In 1929; In Boston, several years before.
"in all these Instances, Italian was put Into the
courses of study as the result of formal petitions brought to
schoolboards by representative groups of that nationality,
stressing the literary and cultural value of the subject, and
Its peculiar Interest for large numbers of young people of
Italian descent. Many children of Italian descent, these pe-
titions stated, speak fluently at home a dialect language, but
few of them possess a reading knowledge of the language. Only
by regular Instruction In school, the petitioners claim, under
a qualified teacher, can the ability to read and write and the
command of a pure Italian accent be acquired.
19.
Report printed verbatim In Lawrence Tribune, March 27, 1934
on page 5
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”Not only does It appear that the subject has been
added wherever It now holds place by virtue of the representa-
tions of these Interested parties; but It also appears to be
true that wherever the subject Is offered It Is taken almost
exclusively by pupils of Italian origin. This Is the common
testimony of all places reporting the subject. This Is very
20
much the case In our own Evening High School, where the sub-
ject was experimentally offered last October. The ratio of
non-Italian pupils taking the subjects Is not one In twenty.
’’The demand for the Inclusion of Italian In Massa-
chusetts high school curricula probably marks the first time
a demand for a language has come from a distinct racial group.
21
Latin and Greek, French and German have been there since high
schools were established. They have been there solely as a
result of their cultural value and as material thought to be
especially valuable for mental discipline. Their value for
practical use as languages has never been stressed. And they
were not put Into the curriculum at the Instance of any racial
group. Thirty years ago the study of Spanish was Introduced
quite widely In Massachusetts high schools. But the urge be-
hind this movement was commercial, not cultural. There was a
belief, which the years have gradually weakened, that a know-
ledge of the Spanish tongue would be valuable to young people
seeking positions In International trade, because at that time
there was considerable Interest In promoting commerce with
South American nations. On this wave of enthusiasm, Spanish
20. Italian added to Lawrence Evening H.S. on petition of
racial representatives In October, 1933.
21. Greek no longer taught In Lawrence H.S
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was Introduced Into the Lawrence High School about 25 years
ago. As a subject, It never prospered, although It was always
capably taught. It was abandoned five years ago.
”V/e cannot look with favor on the Idea of having
subjects put Into the curriculum at the behest, and for the
benefit of special groups In the community. But we surely
will not say that the study of Italian cannot be made to yield
the same cultural and disciplinary values as much as any of the
foreign languages that are now In the curriculum. So far as ths
educational or disciplinary value of a language goes (and lan-
guages are In the school solely for that purpose) what the
language Is does not make much difference. A good teacher In
any language can do more than In Inferior teacher In any
other language, no matter how strongly the latter tongue Is
entrenched by custom or common acceptance. There Is nothing
that can be claimed In Tespect of any language now In the
curriculum that cannot with equal force be claimed for Italian,
.presuming always teaching of equal knowledge and skill. The
question as we see It has to do only with the e:xpedlency of
Introducing this subject at the present time*
4. HOW THE STUDY OP ITALIAK HAS PARED ELSEWHERE
"The problem that the high schools which have Intro-
duced Italian Is encountering seems to be the failure of pupils
to persist In the study long enough to make It really worth
while. Thus, one of the few high schools carrying Italian re-
ports 117 pupils taking the first year of the subject, and but
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50 pursuing It a second year. Another city reports 60 In the
first year, and 22 In the second. This second city, so far,
has not enough pupils Mulshing to take It a third year to war-
rant Its continuance. It Is our opinion that unless a three
year course can be maintained successfully (and the experience
of schools offering the subject seems to Indicate the diffi-
culty of doing so). It would be hardly worthwhile to Introduce
It at all
”We find that this failure of enough pupils to con-
tinue the study long enough to offer It In their college en-
trance examinations has led the College Entrance E:xaralnatlon
B oard to the decision not to offer Italian after June 1934.
In 1933, when more than eight thousand presented themselves
for examination In French, and about fourteen hundred In Gor-
man, the candidates In Italian numbered only twenty-six.
"Another disadvantage Is the refusal of the State
Teachers’ Colleges to give credit In Italian. These two cir-
cumstances doubtless contribute in some measure to the failure
of reasonably large numbers to persevere In the study through-
out their high school days; but, we are Inclined to believe
that over-enthusiasm at the start, pressure of the home, and
the mistaken notion upon the part of young people that their
ability to speak Italian after a fashion will Insure easier
going In that language than In some other, account for the
failure of the subject’s winning an established place In the
curriculum, as Its promoters confidently predicted.—

5. HOW THE INTRODUCTION OF A NEV/ SUBJECT WOULD MEAN MORE
CROWDED CONDITIONS IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
"The problem of classroom space would be a trouble-
some one just now. Every room Is filled practically all day.
So crowded Is the schedule that eighteen classes are run now
on split periods to be squeezed In at all. The new subject,
of course, would draw pupils away from the other subjects, but
most of the classes are so large that the withdrawal of a few
pupils from each of them would probably not lower them suffi-
ciently for consolidations. Next year promises to bring an
even more acute situation In respect to classrooms. In our
opinion, the very physical accomodation of a new subject Is
going to be attended with considerable difficulty.
6. HOW THE INTRODUCTION OP A NEW SUBJECT WOULD BE ATTENDED
mTB INCREASED COST OF SCHOOL OPERATION
"The cost of Introducing the subject to the high
school Is a matter on which we can submit no Intelligent
answer, as It would depend on the number of pupils electing
I
It . It would be Important to have enough pupils enrolled In
the first year to guarantee at least three years of serious
work. At the smallest It would mean pa-rt
,
and at most, all of
one teacher's salary during the first year of operation. For
the second year, the teaching cost would be substantially In-
creased, since there would be both beginners' and advanced
classes to support. The expense of the text-books would have
to be added to the cost of Instruction.
VI
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"We would certainly not feel justified at the pre-
sent, In recommending upon our own Initiative, any e^ctenslon
of work no matter how meritorious or desirable In Itself that
would add to present school costs. At a time, when In order to
maintain the going organization Intact, It has been necessary
for every person In the school department to forego for a per-
22
lod of three years a substantial part of his salary. It would
seem highly Inconsistent for us to recommend the assuming of
additional expense. Additional teaching expense made necessary
by the Increase of numbers Is one thing; such an Increase has
been Inescapable during these years of extraordinary school
growth. But additional expense for that which Is not neces-
sary Is another thing again. We cannot see how the addition
of another subject to the high school curriculum at this time
can be regarded as something that Is necessary.
Respectfully submitted,
23
'
(signed) LAUREITCE J. O’LEARY
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BERNARD M. SHERIDAN
22. 15^ cut since 1931 (abbreviated term In 1931 & 1932 added
another b% for those years)
23. Principal of H. S.
24. Supt . of Schools
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7. FINHINGS OP CHAPTER TZ/O
There has been an enormous Increase of children. In
the high schools of cities such as Lawrence, whose ancestry Is
southern or eastern European. In cosmopolitan centres. It Is
fair to assume then, that there are many more pupils of other
than English-speaking antecedents In the secondary schools.
Indeed, one racial group, the Italian, has been Influential In
having Its own tongue added to the curriculum In a few places.
Is It not reasonable to suppose that If the study of Italian
became widespread, other representative racial groups would not
also come forward seeking the Installation of their own mother-
tongue? If school boards should meet the wishes of one they
could not with fairness turn down the desires of another equally
strong group. A bad precedent would be set. As no one would
wish to turn our high schools Irlto mlnatures of the Tower of
Babel, It Is better to turn aside the first group than to have
to contend with others. Far greater good would be done If
these young people would lose their national self-consciousness
therefore, the school should serve as a means of Americanization
of these foreign-speaking groups. If they are In school to be
made better citizens, let them become better American citizens;
It would be a poor e3?pendlture of the American taxpayers’ money
to use It to keep alive the fires of their racial self-con-
sclousness
.
*
It must also be noted from the report quoted above
that schoolmen' will be slow to make changes In this time of
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economic hardship, when change means additional expense. The
addition of another subject Is what Bode calls "compartment al-
25
Izatlon" If It were to be added, nothing would be dropped;
only one more subject would be, added to the present number.
And In the words of the report, the subject often has no pecu-
liar V'lrtue that Is not possessed by one or more that are al-
ready In the curriculum.
CHAPTER THREE: THE LESSENING OP OPPORTUNITY FOR HIGH SCHOOL
Graduates
1. SMALL PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE COURSE PUPILS GO BEYOND HIGH
SCHOOL
It Is evident that the high school has a problem of
what to do with the larger number of pupils that do not wish
to apply themselves and the Increasing numbers that have a poor
background through racial or linguistic difficulty, but It may
be less apparent to a casual observer that a change has come
for the high school pupil who does apply himself faithfully to
performance of school tasks. The new economic order under the
N.R.A. means a smaller range of opportunity In the future for
Individual advancement through educational accomplishment. In
26
the class of 1933 of the Lawrence High School there were 489
graduates. About 35^ of this number took the college course;
26
In other words, some 170 pupils followed the scholastic pathway
that prepares for a higher Institution of learning. Of this num-
26
ber, fifteen passed College Entrance Board examinations; about
25. Educational Frontier, page 6
26. Figures of Lawrence H.S. Office
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20 more were accepted In other ways; perhaps 10 more will
eventually go to college by the roundabout way of the prepara-
tory school. All told, some 50 out of 170, about 50;^ of the
whole number, go to a higher Institution of learning. Il'Thls
figure Includes state teachers’ colleges, trade and nursing
schools)
.
The small percentage that follows up a college
course beyond the high school can be attributed In part to the
failure of parents to finance their children’s education.
Again It Is limited by the narrowing of e:x pect at Ions of what
education may bring In monetary return. The situation regard-
ing the employment of college graduates Is apt to grow worse
Instead of better, according to John Bantry of the Boston Post,
who has a chance to study the problem at first hand, as a lec-
turer at the Boston University College of Business Administra-
tion. Part of his penetrating article on the future of edu-
27
cated young people and their expectations follows:-
2. GREAT LIMITATIONS IN THE PROFESSIONS & IN THE BUSINESS
FIELD OF TO-DAY
”We had nearly twenty years of a mad race to Increase
production, and this brought us on the verge of disaster. No
longer can we allow Industry to do as It pleases In the matter
of production. The government has taken control.
’’Plainly this means a lack of opportunity for Indi-
viduals, If we mean by that the uncontrolled right to engage
In whatever business they please* Some form of regimentation
Is certain; part of It Is already In effect.
27. Boston Sunday Post, April 1, 1934, pages 1 & 5
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’’Take tile professions. They are not affected by any
government limitations; yet It Is a good deal harder to get
Into the professions than It was back In 1912. Then If a
young man had brains and was willing to study, he could be
reasonably certain of being admitted to the bar. But now only
25^ of those who apply are admitted. Many more pass the writ-
ten examination, but are ruled out on the oral quiz.
’’Perhaps this attitude Is wise. Certainly there are
enough lawyers now and enough doctors. If we are to limit the
farmers and limit Industrial production. It Is logical also to
limit the number of persons engaged In overcrowded professions.
’’Teachers are limited by lack of jobs. It Is not a
28
certainty that a college education or a course In a teachers’
college will lead to a job
’’Various lines of business seem to be steadily losing
the number and value of opportunities they once offered. The
railroad business, for example. Is no longer a preferred line
of activity. The banking business, which gave a good many
young men a start. Is decidedly curtailed to-day .. .Various
government restrictions have curtailed Its activities.
’’All the colleges turned out thousands of ambitious
stock and bond salesmen In the decade 1919-1929. A good part
of that business has vanished. Still more will be wiped by
the pending bill for the regulation of the sale of securities.
28. Literary Digest, May 12, 1934, p. 29, col. 3 supports this
statement
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3. THE N.R.A. CODES WILL LESSEN INDIVIDUAL OPPORTUNITY
"In some lines of business, the N.R.A. codes have
already provided against any Increase In the number of estab-
lishments engaged In a given business, since the present ones
are able to care for all demands, and more, too. The licens-
ing of Industry viould make It more difficult for any nevicomer
to Invade the field. That Is sure to cut down the number of
small business men who are already handicapped by codes.
"with the regulation of hours and wages, the limita-
tion of profits and pr Ice-f l:x Ing must follow . . . .The fact Is,
no matter how much some may deplore It, the era of American
capitalism came to an end In 1929. We are gradually approach-
ing a form of socialism; It may not go to the extremes of
Russia, but the government Is determined to put all Industry
under political control.
"We are now In a transition period. We must In the
next 20 years lay the foundation for a system that will super-
sede Individualism. A transition period can hardly be a pros-
perous period. The building of a new political order Is
bound to cause considerable Industrial confusion. This makes
It difficult for a young man to map out a future, for he cannot
know In advance In just what direction he Is headed. The
rising generation must bear the burdens of this transition
period
.
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4, HIGHER EDUCATION NO LONGER A PASSPORT TO SUCCESS
"One result of the trend of the times tnIII be to
•weaken the American Ideal that what Is called ’higher education
Is a passport to success. American parents have beggared them-
selves to give boys and girls college educations. In many
cases the sacrifice Is futile and foolish. The colleges are
filled with people who would be better off making a place for
themselves In the world, free from the Idea that a college
education makes them superior persons.
"The average American has always cherished the Idea
that his children must succeed In the world far beyond his own
attainments. Even If he has a comfortable home, a salary
which meets his needs and allows for some luxuries, he Is ob-
sessed by the Idea that his children must do far better In a
material sense than he has done. This Idea Is constantly
drilled into children. It Is responsible to the paternal
repugnance of most fathers to have their sons follow In the
same trade or calling. They want the sons to ’get something
better ’
.
"But the rising generation will have a hard time to
Improve on the material prosperity of the era from 1900 to 1950
The young people won’t have the opportunities and the bull luck
which many of their fathers had.
"a benevolent machine age. If wisely guided, will
make the lot of the underpaid, economically forgotten minority
far better than It ever has been, but It will be no soft place
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for the Individualist viho Is seeking to make a big place for
himself In the viorld. He must submerge his material ambition
for the better running of the economic machine."
5. STATISTICS ON THE UNEMPLOYTvfENT SITUATION AMONG COLLEGE
GRADUATES
"Seventy thousand college students have been aided
during the year by the Federal Emergency ‘Rel lef Administration
according to William Boutwell, edit or- In-chlef of the School
Life, a publication of the United States Office of Education.
The Federal office reports that while there are 250,000 fewer
college students enrolled In 1933-34, there has been a corres-
ponding Increase In graduate work, from 47,255 graduate stu-
dents In 1929-30, to 78,120 In 1931-32. High school graduates
have Increased In the last two years about 40^, while It Is
estimated officially that 15;^ of the 1,700,000 college gradu-
29
ates In the country have been unemployed."
6. CONCLUSIONS OF CHAPTER THREE
From Mr. Bantry's article one gathers that the sure
hope of advancement materially through the acquirement of a
liberal education, a hope that was once well-founded, no
longer exists. In the era before 1929, higher education was
the American way of advancement to better things. However,
the professions are now glutted, business opportunities have
been cut down by the depression, and the comtcug of the N.R.^
will operate against Immediate expansion of business linear
With the lessening of opportunity of advancement, there iflll
f
29. Literary Digest,’ May 12, 1934, page 29, col. 2/
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be a falling off of attendance at higher Institutions of
learning, because parents will not consider sacrifices neces-
sary to Insure their progeny a college degree a worthwhile
expenditure when there Is no great hope of a material reward
In that direction.
If there continues a falling off of numbers matri-
culating from the secondary school to the college, the college
preparatory course In time will lose Its position of Impor-
tance In the average high school. Since the establishment of
the high school, college preparation has been a chief functlor,
one which overshadowed any other. Therefore the basis of the
high school course has been laid around subjects that are ex-
clusively of a college preparatory nature: Languages, liter-
ature, mathematics, history, etc. In other words, to date th(
education that Is compulsory for the preparation of the com-
paratively few who go on to college has been In large measure
foisted onto the many, who do not need It - the many, who
could better employ their time In pursuing some other kind of
education that would better prepare them for life.
The thought of the great English educational phll-
30
osopher, Herbert Spenser, (’’The question Is not whether such
and such knowledge Is of worth, but what Is Its relative
wort h? . . . i .We that have not span-long lives must bear In mind
our limited time for acquisition, and we ought to be A
especially careful to employ that time to greatest advantaae"
. i
should govern a change In the secondary school program mak<
30. "What knowledge Hath Most Y\forth", p.6, A.L. Bury edition
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advantageous to those viho will not go on beyond high
Various plans for attaining this end will be consld-
the following chapters.
CHAPTER FOUR: BUTTERFIELD’S NEW "FIFTY PERCENT"
1. EDUCATIONAL AIM OF DR. BUTTERFIELD
Dr. E. W. Butterfield, State Commissioner of Educa-
tlon for Connecticut, believes that the high school currlculurr
should be revised to equip better the new type of high school
pupil that predominates In our secondary schools to meet the
problems he Is liable to encounter after leaving school. It
Is his expressed belief that fifty percent of those now In
secondary school are receiving no particular benefit from
their training there. He questions: "How may the dally life
and the labors ofcountless Individuals combine to form the
51
life of a great nation?"
2. BUTTERFIELD’S CLASSIFICATION OF EMPLOYIAENT
A. - PROFESSIONS
"In any large city we find thousands who are occupied as
clergymen, religious and social workers; as lawyers, dentists,
and doctors; as nurses and dieticians; as editors and writers
and librarians; as teachers; as engineers, chemists, and
physicists; as bankers and Insurance solicitors; as women of
leisure In homes Institutionalized by the presence of ser-
vants. All of these occupations and many others, we classify
31. From his address to the Dept, of Superintendence, Minne-
apolis, Feb. 28, 1933
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by the common name, Professions.
"These occupations differ from others In that they
require rigorous preparation which may be postponed until af-
ter the period of secondary school education. Of all our peo-
ple nearly 25^ are occupied by professions, and the profes-
31
slons are very much over-crowded."
B - TRADES
"If we continue our canvass, we find other thou-
sands who are occupied as auto, aircraft, or marine mechanics;
as painters; as machinists and silversmiths; as plumbers,
steam-fitters, and welders; as artisans In the building trades
as cooks; as barbers and beauty parlor artists; as stenograph-
•
ers, accountants, and cashiers; as farmers and stock-breeders.
All of these occupations and many others we call by the common
name. Trades.
"These occupations differ from others In that they
require rigorous and prolonged training which may be given
during the secondary school period and may be concluded by
the eighteenth year. Of all our people, close to 25^ are en-
gaged In trades, and the trades are very much overcrowded."
C - THOSE WHO HOLD JOBS
"V/hen we tabulate the result of our enumeration of
all occupations, we find that there are many more thousands
who are employed as truck and Dus drivers; as street car oper-
ators; as salesmen for gasoline and groceries; as firemen and
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policemen and mailmen; as streetcleaners and gas-house workers
as workers with automatic machinery In factories; as sales-
girls In stores; as servants and homemakers. All of these
occupations, and many others, we call by the common name. Jobs
"These occupations differ from the others In that a
deferred preparation Is not necessary, and a prolonged and ri-
gorous training at secondary school Is neither called for nor
economically feasible. Of all our pe©ple, over 50^ are en-
3 ,
gaged with jobs, and the jobs are very much overcrowded."
3. WHAT THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SHOULD DC FOR THOSE WHO ATTEND
"since the purpose of the public school Is to adjust
the Individual to the life of the nation, we may conclude that
secondary education has three very definite assignments; and
with careful distinction I shall use three words, prepare
,
tra 1
n
,
and educate .
The school must
1. Prepare 2b% of our youth for professional special-
ization.
2. Train 25^ of our youth for the skilled trades.
3. Educate 50^ of our youth for the life of one who
holds a job.
"For those who are to enter the professions, the
secondary school has a fixed program. The college Is the next
step; the school learns what the college wants, and then pre-
pares for college It ^s a course of preparation.
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”Por those who enter the trades, the trade school or
vocational high school has an Immediate objective. It sets
before each pupil the standards of a specific trade and then
trains him In the skills that are essential to fine workmanship
"For those who are to make jobs their occupation,
both deferred preparation and training In specific skills are
of lesser Importance, The emphasis Is.... upon t he . . . . Indl vldu4
al social adjustment that constitutes the real life of the
|
worker
.
"For the first time the secondary school Is given
opportunity to educate large groups for the actual life
that they are destined to live. WE ARE TO EDUCATE FOR JOBS,
HUTOLE, SATISFYING, AND REMUNERATIVE JOBS.
|
"In the last ten years, the high school enrollment
32 ll
has kept pace with the Increase In population and then doubled
j
The Increase has a social and economic basis. Industry has Ij
developed to the point where It cannot any longer employ Im- ‘j
mature or child-labor. Society has reached a new plateau In
school objectives. Formerly It was believed common education
!
should go to the 14th or 15th year. Ntow we believe that It
^
should e:xtend to the 17th or 18th year. This movement Is not i
a deliberate compliment to the high school; It represents ec-
|
onomlc need and family Idealism; and the movement Is a perman-
ent one. At the present time less than one-fourth of all adul
people have had post-elementary education. A generation hence
three-fourths will have had the equivalent of from one to four
31
veara of high school."
32. See page 1 above for Office of Education figures on
growth of H.S. enrollment
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4. AN ESTIMATE CF THE ABILITIES OF THE"NEW FIFTY PERCENT"
"The new fifty percent that has come Into the second-
ary school varies greatly In scholastic ability, but as a whole
Is not characterized by high psychological Intelligence. The
Intelligence quotient will average probably less than 100 and
can be as low as 70. The majority of these pupils will be In
;
the 4th, 3rd, and 2nd scholastic quartlles. There will be a
wide variation In manual Intelligence and In social Interests.
In this group will be the superior ballplayers, clever actors,
artists and musicians; there will be many highly favored with
social graces, with pleasing personality and Industrious habits,
as well as the genius for cooperative work. This means that
the social Intelligence of this group will be as high as that
of those preparing for college.
"For these pupils the senior high school offers
little. The common method has been the organization of the
high school curriculum for college preparation, a commercial
curriculum; and the pupils that were not psycbologlcally-ralnded
were Introduced to a general curriculum that has no clear
objective. It permits the pupil to take In diluted form cer-
tain courses required of those who are In college or commercial
preparation. The new fifty percent does not need abstract sci-
ence nor mathematics of the formal type. It needs courses de-
signed for the form of Intelligence It possesses, and for the
31
'
life It now lives and will continue to lead."
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5. A CURRICULUM PGR THE NEVi/ PIETY PERCENT
-- A CIVIC CURRICULUM
Dr. Butterfield advocates a separate "Civic Curri-
culum" for the nev/ fifty percent. These five standards must
be malntalned:-
1. The curriculum must be clearly defined and separate from
the others.
2. The curriculum Is designed so that the diligent child of
ordinary ability can carry on Twlthout unwholesome men-
tal strain.
3. In this curriculum, all required work for pupils should
be done during the school day.
4. Teachers for this curriculum should have special train-
ing and guidance.
5. The e:xpense of this curriculum should not bar Its estab-
lishment .
"a civic curriculum will fall If It Is composed of
emasculated courses organized to give relief to those who
cannot carry on elsewhere. It will fall If It Is used as a
dumping ground for pupils who cause the teacher of Latin or
Stenography to despair. Each curriculum must continue to
31
nourish Its own dull pupils."
"The present day high school utterly disregards his
second maxim. While floggings and dunce caps are no longer
used, passing marks, honors and demerits, etc., still carry
on the old tradition that the scholastic race Is only for the
swift . Psychological and physical strain detract from the
objectives of the civic curriculum. When they are as busy,
happy and Interested as their make-up allows them to become.
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ship .
"
All work In this curriculum should be done In the
school day, according to Its sponsor. The work-day would be
from 8:30 to 4:00, Including time for lunch and recreation.
This hour day would correspond to a day In a mechanical
or commercial enterprise. To some educators such a plan may
seem far-fetched, but a radical change Is needed to awaken the
Interest qf the new fifty percent at all. The present aca-
demic structure does not meet their fancy, no one will deny.
In making a new civic curriculum, the mistake of
the founders of University E:xten3lon In Massachusetts must not
be duplicated, wherein what was meant to have an appreciative
appeal In time came to follow the old academic channels; so
that now University Extension courses are no different from
33
any other formal school courses. For a civic curriculum,
the primary effort should be the teaching of cooperative ef-
fort In class to make the members more susceptible to cooperate
when they leave school, and In that way fulfill better the
obligations of good citizenship.
The fourth Item In Butterfield’s list calls for
teachers that have had special training In the field of civic
34
education. Should these new classes be given to Instructors
who have been nourished on the theory that the be-all and
end-all lies In academic accomplishment. It goes without
33.
Prof. Mahoney, Boston Unlv., Is authority for this statemen;
34. A.P. Payne’s "Methods of Teaching Industrial Subjects" was
Intended to perform such a function In the development of
shop course teachers nearly twenty years ago.
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saying that the nevv civic curriculum vuculd not be likely to
prosper. As In the case of vocational education, we cannot
hope to have an A-1 faculty In the beginning. Instructors
must be especially trained. As schools of education have
already succeeded In producing capable teachers for physical
training and for trade subjects, they can be expected to
meet the demand here as well.
Pertaining to the cost of the new curriculum, there
Is no considerable expense except that which will be Incurred
anyway, for the pupils will be In school anyway, and no matter
what may be the course of study there will be the cost of In-
struction, texts and supplies. Therefore, It Is a transfer
of costs and not an addition to expense, that would follow the
establishment of the new civic curriculum. In this Instance
the transfer of expense would be justified on the ground of
greater return for the pupils Intellectually.
6. WHAT SUBJECTS ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN THE CIVIC CURRICULUM?
"The ordinary citizen for ordinary life needs
three things:' Social adaptability; many and broad Interests;
and Ideals and habits of good citizenship.
"study then the day of the ordinary citizen. He
works at his job six to eight hours. He sleeps eight hours.
He lives not less than eight hours more. His school course
should take cognizance of that fact, and Its divisions should
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be five In number
1, The world goes on
2. Our neighbors
5. The physical home
4. Satisfying Ideals
5. The joy of living
The first point will
nej?t chapter.
( reading)
(social science)
( science
)
(art & the aesthet Ic)
(recreation)
be considered In detail In the
CHAPTER FIVE: A NEW DEAL FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH COURSE
1. CHANGE PROPOSED IN READING MTTER FOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS
The annotation ”the world goes on” offers a field
for developing new Interests on the part of the pupils through
their reading. Butterfield Is not a^one In this desire to
change the established order to Include reading material of
more Interest and lasting benefit to the pupil. It may be
added that the movement regarding reading-changes Is not only
limited to students In the new civic curriculum, but It has
been proposed to carry It over Into all courses of study In
the high school. Reference will be made to some such planned
changes In this chapter.
2, WHAT THE AVERAGE CITIZEN READS AT HOME
31Butterfield says: "The common citizen, whether
he be aged 14-18 or 18-70, for an hour or more each day reads
the newspapers or a magazine such as the Literary Digest or
the Saturday Evening Post. To a lesser extent he reads biog-
raphy, books of travel, and modern dramas. He writes and re-
ceives letters. Never does he read Macaulay or the Atlantic

36
Monthly. Never does he write an essay, but he reads the essays
of Will Rogers and Ai’thur Brisbane. His reading Is largely
history - that Is, he reads to know how the world goes on.”
3. WHAT READING THE SCHOOL SHOULD OFFER THE NEW FIFTY PERCENT
"Therefore, for the ordinary citizen ([ have nothing
but praise for Sesame & Lillies, the Essays of Ella, and
2000-word themes for college preparation) the school aim should
not be to skim the Impossible, but to read more pages In these
ordinary publications, with more Interest and better understand
Ing. Some pupils will. In formal Interest, go little beyond
the comic strip, but others will read the Forum, Robert Frost,
and the works of Gilbert & Sullivan. My first subject would
be reading - common reading, by which common people carry for-
ward their education.”
35 36
A news Item In regard to the 13th annual convention
of the Massachusetts High School Masters Assn., shows a fol-
low-up of the above Idea; ”The Illustrious William Shakespeare
who has long been the Idol of schoolmarras. Is due for a rude
tumble from his time-honored position of Imminence, when -,and
If - the new civic curriculum, now under consideration. Is put
Into effect in the public high schools of the Bay State.
”For In the new course being planned for the 50^
of the high school students who are training neither for the
professions or for skilled work, the Bard of Avon - together
with Dickens, Thackeray, Emerson, and a host of other literary
headliners - will be relegated to a position of minor Importandle
35. B oston Post, April 27, 1934, page 5
36. Held at Framingham, Mass.

57
to make way for modern authors
,
magaz Ine writers
,
and newspaper
commentators.
"This was disclosed tonight at the 15th Annual’ Con-
vention of Massachusetts H.S. Principals at Framingham State
Teachers’ College. Members of the curriculum committee have
been considering Improvements In high school courses for more
than a year. The so-called "civic” curriculum Is designed for
providing a course of practical- value for that large group of
pupils In all high schools who will not go to college and who
are not Interested either In the classical or commercial
courses. The new course Includes a great deal of English,
social science, household science, an Introduction to mathemat-
ics, some history, and a little art and music.
"The English course as offered under the new curri-
culum will be vastly different from the old classical courses.
Instead of the plays of Shakespeare being analysed, pupils will
discuss the merits and shortcomings of the current movie clas-
sics and consider the more sprltely tales that flow from’ the
pens of present-day authors".
4. EMPHASIS CN RECEHT LITERATURE- 3Y WALTER BARNES
Professor Walter Barnes of New York University writes
57
on "Changing the English Curriculum". As he Is president of
the National Council of Teachers of English, his opinions In
this matter merit considerable consideration. His Ideas sub-
stantiate the views of Butterfield In regard to the teaching
of English In high school:-
57. The English Leaflet, May, 1955, pages 65-74
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"If we align ourselves against the movies, the
radio, the newspaper, the magazine, the popular song, the cur-
rent book, wie are rendering bur teaching Impotent. The moment
we accept the English activities of the children, out side of th<
school, as natural, salutary, and right, and conceive It our
function to supplement and bring about greater discrimination
'f
In those fields In which they are Interested, we place our-
selves In a position that Is tenable and strategic.
"Put a larger ratio of recent and contemporary lit-
erature Into the curriculum. If we base our curriculum upon
Intelligent out-of-school practice, possibly 7b% to 90% of pur
offerings would be from modern literature. Most of us, who
classify ourselves as liberals, would be satisfied with b0%.
That would be considerably more time than most of our schools
devote to modern literature, although to my knowledge the
movement has been gaining In this country for the past 20
years .
"
5. ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF MORE LITERATURE THAT IS CONTEMPORARY
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"Objection to a program of modern literature
would be brushed aside by one question: "Do not Intelli-
gent adults read modern books almost exclusively?' Your lit-
erary curriculum In school should be made up largely of the
contemporaneous. It Is not the function of the- school to
decide whether old or new books should be read In life. The
forces beyond control renders one helpless. The commercial
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publishing houses, the magazines and newspapers, the army of
modern writers, the cinemas and the theatres, the circulating
library, the book stores, any one of these has perhaps a great-
er Influence on reading tastes and habits than the school, and
combined they break down all opposition. You must reckon with
these forces, or be wrecked by them.
"Milton, with his outworn theology and out-worn
style, exists (except for a few poems) only for specialists
and eccentrics - like you and me. Almost the entire ’classical
century’. Pope, Dryden, Sam Johnson, and even the amiable Addl
son are extinct to most readers of today, and must be exhumed
by antiquarians and schoolmasters. ’Byron Is dead’, walled th
youthful Tannyson - as. Indeed, he Is at last to the readers
of this generation. The New England hierarchy of Longfellow,
Holmes, Bryan, and Whittier, are ranked, perhaps permanently,
as second - or third-rate writers. Burke’s wise and generous
speech 0_n Conciliation with t he American Colonies has little
meaning today for other than historians. The beautifully ar-
chltectured Slla s Marner Is almost unknown outside of school.
"Contemporary Interest and appeal to any generation
Is the only quality which will keep the literature of the past
Influential upon any generation. A book Is alive only as long
as It has life; It has life as long as It touches the springs
and sources of a living people. Much literature of the past
Is alive and glowing with life, and piercing In Its Import to
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the problems of today. Such literature Is forever contempo-
rary; whether It Is read In life or not, It should be read In
school
.
’’This Is the corrective contribution which the
school can offer to the otherwise ungulded reading activity.
With a liberal amount of the best In literature to-day, we aha
have a curriculum which resembles the reading desires and sit-
uations of life. This effects that modification of behaviour
that Is called ’Education’. To guide the rank and file of
youth through the maze of modern literature, and lead them to
a slight degree of discrimination and evaluation of the best
of It, and to conduct the few book-lovers to a knowledge of
the great and the fine In the past - even, this modest aim Is,
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perhaps. Idealistic and unnatta Inable .
”
6. CULTIVATION OF ART OF RAPID' READING DESIRABLE
Professor Barnes advocates as a second change In
English teaching method ’’the adoption of a procedure of read-
ing In school which will more closely resemble that of more
Intelligent persons outside.” He believes that ”we need to
know much better how good readers read In life; how they read
novels, short stories, plays.” He contends that the good rea-
der cons the page rapidly, much more so than we encourage our
pupils to do. ’’The more rapid reading Is the type employed
In the case of more Intelligent people. In most of the read-
ing situations of life. Certainly, It would seem to be near-
er the Ideal or the practical pace than the ponderous, Inten-
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slve study-reading that we have favored In our schools.”
Barnes goes on to say that the school must be wrong; that we
should try to develop the technique of reading rapidly with
profit on the pupil’s part; that If there Is no scientific
way of Imparting such knowledge at present, an effort should
be made to develop one.
7. OVER - EMPHASIS ON COMPOSITION IN HIGH SCHOOL
’’There Is overwhelming evidence that the greatest
proportion of the language of life Is not of a compositional
nature. It Is not discourse. It Is not architectural lan-
guage. Nor do the compositional qualities of unity, coher-
ence, and emphasis appertain to It. The language of life Is
largely group activity - It Is social behaviour; the quality
of ef fect Ivemess Is social rather than rhetorical - adapta-
bility, cooperativeness, tact, courtesy, appropriateness, na-
turalness, picturesqueness, humor, etc. For most adults and
young people the only type of composition Is stories of person
experience or of Incidental nature, letters, uninterrupted
explanations and rarely speeches. Their composition Is of a
social type - conversation, discussion. Informal argument, and
myriad brief, off-hand activities such as bargaining, playing,
working, carrying on human enterprise - It Is these that con-
stitute the language of everyday living.
”No one who has observed these activities critically
can doubt that for successful participation In them we need
education - the education of learning to do It better. No
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one can doubt that the school English program has failed to
provide this education. One reason for this Is that most
teachers think of composition as a universal panacea for all
linguistic ailments, and rely on It as a means of teaching
social language. The only iway to teach the Important art of
conversation and other forms of social language Is to teach
them specifically, not to teach something as different, even
sometimes antagonistic, as composition."
In this same article, Mr. Barnes advocates getting
rid of the term "composition" entirely, because It Is peril-
ously close to "formal discipline and general mental training"
It Is wrong, he says, to believe that the placing of thoughts
In compositional form Is In Itself per se training the child
to think constructively. Good composition comes from good
thinking, but It Is, he declares, only one form of good think-
ing. He continues: "It Is not the Intellectual elements In
language that are most Important In life; It Is the social and
behavioristic elements. Not for training In thinking, but for
training In social behavior should language be taught."
8. ENGLISH COURSE AS A MEANS OF TEACHING BETTER CITIZENSHIP
The paragraphs above suggest that the English course
should educate children for better citizenship. They should
be trained In the mother tongue along lines that will be found
useful In later life according to Dr. Barnes. Whether the
pupil were of the college preparatory group or numbered among
the "50 percent", prescribed reading which embraced the best
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of popular contemporary thought on matters of world affairs -
In that world outside the schoolroom - should make him a bette
citizen and more ready to cooperate In community matters than
his less Informed brethren. Too much cannot be said In praise
of an English course that would Include attention to Informal
conversational development of the pupils. For It Is one of
the weaknesses of our democratic form of government that too
many Individual citizens take their political responsibilities
too lightly. Even If they are conscious of w rong being done
about them, either through graft or mls-manageraent
,
they are
too reticent to protest. There Is too much of the attitude
^let George do It" - all of which comes from the fact that our
schools give no training In Informal conversational address.
What little attention we give to speech-making Is of a formal
parliamentary style, suited only for S08p-bo:x oratory. What
Is needed Is the ability to discuss dispassionately current
civic matters of common Interest about a small circle such
as might be assembled around a fireside on a, winter night. If
our youth could be trained to have opinions on govermental mat-
ters and the ability of self-ejcpresslon. It would be an epoch-
making advance In the field of mass education.
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CHAPTER SIX: MAKING THE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT WORLD CONSCIOUS
J. Hal Connor, of the Northern Illinois Teachers’
College (DeKalb, 111), delivered an Inspiring address before
the National Council of Teachers of English, at Detroit, on
38
December 1, 1933, entitled "International Relations In Eng-
lish Composition". Since the revision of teaching methods In
English have just been discussed In the preceding chapter. It
Is a logical follov\i-up to trace out how an English course can
be made to serve as a vehicle for teaching world consciousness
Our schools are Intended to teach us the way to prepare for
life. How can the pupil be fully prepared for the future when
he has an llly-conce Ived Idea of just what Is what In the grea
world at large?
: -
1. THE "FORGOTTEN MAN"
"The forgotten man In our scheme Is the man who goes
through our elementary and high school and then goes out Into
the world to take his place as a citizen In a functioning dem-
ocracy. A great many of the facts he has learned In high
school will cease to function when the commencement speaker
has admonished him and his classmates to live a good life.
"We have been particularly amiss In our treatment
t
of public relations, and especially of International relations,
V/e have sent forth our graduates with erroneous conceptions
that all Important questions can be settled by the application
of stock phrases as "no entangling alliances’, ’rugged Individ-
ualism’, ’all men are created free and equal’, and ’give me
38. Reported In the English Journal
,
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liberty or give me death* . Y/e have sent them Into the ^Norld
with the Idea that there Is a certain Infallibility In the
American type of democracy, that the American soldier Is the
only soldier who Is brave, pure, and true; that all Italians
are »Wops’'; that all Russians wear long beards; and that some-
how God and the American eagle will see to It that no harm
will fall upon the ’land of the free*. In short our forgotten
man has what somebody calls 'A God ' s-country complex?’.
"We have reserved the English period for the teach-
ing of English. V^e have allowed our students to build up thel ’
own simple systems of thinking In terms of slogans, epigrams,
etc., for the want of any other system. Cur sin has been
largely one of omission.
"And what has happened? Our forgotten man has been
rudely disillusioned. He has seen a serious breakdown In our
social and economic life. He has seen some of our most cher-
ished Institutions challenged or overthrown. He has found
out that either God or the American eagle has fallen down on
the job. His disillusionment has not always been wholesome.
A man who has accepted a proposition on blind faith, and finds
out that It la partly wrong Is Inclined to think that It Is
all wrong. He Is In fair way to become a cynic.
"His cynicism Is more complete because he clings to
the Idea he had regarding Italians, Russians, and citizens of
other countries. At best he looks on them as 'a bunch of
foreigners’ who are no concern of his as long as they mind
' Tl'
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their oiftn business. And he still thinks that V/a shlngton ’ s
much abused a^onltlon about entangling alliances Is the only
thing we need to pay any attention about In our dealing with
other countries.”
2. DEVELOPTOTT OP WORLD aONSCIOTJSNESS THE DUTY OF THE SCHOOL
"The development of world consciousness Is not the
business of the social science department; It Is the business
of the school. Let us hope that the English department Is a
very Important part of the school. Attitudes on social, poli-
tical, and economic questions should not be reserved exclusive
ly for the social science period. They should be ready to
function at all times, just as language skills are supposed
to be ready to function at all times
"We are teaching In a period when International re-
lations are very vital and at times very d ramat Ic . This Is
the age of economic conferences, disarmament, naval limitation
etc. it Is the age In which the well-informed talk about the
gold standard, the cheap dollar. Inflation, Fascism, Sovietism
plebiscites, corridors, and buffer states. However much our
statesmen may emphasize ’splendid Isolation’, this Is an In-
ternational Age’.
"The majority of high school students find the
reading of articles on International affairs deadly because
of the difficulty of reading such articles, when one does not
understand what Is meant by ’a buffer state’, ’a cheap dollar’,
etc. The teacher will have to go to some pains to clarify
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‘
these terms In the thinking of the class.”
3. CRITICISM OF "KNO'A'LEDGE TESTS” & "CURRENT EVENTS TESTS"
"I have read many accounts of name tests given to
high school students as stunts to show how Ignorant they are
about world affairs. These are wortt2ess as far as construc-
tive corrective methods are concerned. It Is amusing to know
that classes think Lltvlnoff Is an orchestra leader and Ramsay
MacDonald, a professions! golfer. B ut such knowledge Is of no
practical value In Itself. cannot teach Internat lonal re-
lations by teaching names
.
Let us put Into the hands of our
students the material for Intelligent reading, and the names
will take care of themselves. It Is not enough to ask our
students to Identify an International topic. We must develop
In them a day-by-day awareness that the world about us Is very
much alive, that It Is moving along at a dizzy speed, and that
the destinies of our own country are being affected by each
new development. If an Important story breaks In the morning
paper, let us see that It receives attention before It Is
stale.” 38
Alfred G. Rolfe, headmaster of Hill School, Pottstown,
Penna., likewise places little faith In the findings of such
tests, although he emphasizes that they show the utter Ignor-
ance of the student as to literature, geography, history, etc:-
39
40.
Suc^ a test was given bUUU New Englana H.S. students( senlorfe)
under the joint supervision of the New England Council & B.J.
Sch.of Education, In June, 1932, proving that the pupils did
not gain a conception of world affairs In high
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’’when the history and geography of U.S. are In ques-
tion, the answers of such tests are astounding. The largest
city In Ohio Is Detroit, St. Louis, ’ Slnslnnatah’
,
or 'Oraerhaw'L
Washington, Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, and Roosevelt were all
Impeached; Farragut was admiral In the Spanish War; Mr. Taft
was the third president of U.S.; It matters little In the youth-
ful mind whether Lee surrendered at Yorktown or Appomatox.
"what Is the conclusion of the whole matter? May we
aay In our haste that all boys are fools? Prithee not so fast.
These are out-of-doors boys, living In a world of motor cars
airplanes, and wireless. Many a boy who could not for his
life name a member of the president's cabinet, can Improvise
an aerial from a bed-spring or draw a model of a gasoline en-
gine that would do credit to a mechanical engineer."
4. CONCLUSIONS OF CHAPTER SIX
It Is evident that the high school at the present
time gives little or no attention to the Importance of World
Affairs. Knowledge tests that have been given high school
pupils prove this point undoubtedly. These tests. If they are
used just to show the Ignorance of the puplls-are of no value.
Yet, If the school follows them up by trying to remedy the
curriculum so that In the future these same youngsters will be
able to excel on similar tests, they will have proved worth-
while. The English course, because It can assign reading from
current publications of merited standing, can serve as a
41: Story, Essay, & Verse (Atlantic Press) pages 290-1, part of
an article "What Do Boys Know?"
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correlative agency In the teaching of world affairs. It Is a
serious mistake on the part of any English teacher to think
that this Is solely the work of the social sciences. We should
also remember that poor shewing on these "knowledge*' tests does
not prove that the child has an Inferior Intellect. It merely
proves that the material of such tests has never been made In-
teresting reading for him, no one having gone to the trouble of
motivating his thoughts In that direction. If the nej?t genera-
tion Is to become more world-minded than the present one, our
schools will have to give current affairs far more emphasis In
the teaching program.
CHAPTER SEVEN: A NEW DEAL IN SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. THE AVERAGE CITIZEN NEEDS THE PROPOSED CIVIC EDUCATION
PROGRAM
42
’*Our ordinary citizen will spend time each day In
family or Individual purchases. He will borrow money or make
bank deposits. He will pay rent or taxes and he will vote.
All these are modern devices that permit the Individual to fit
himself Into a compact society. The school study should em-
phasize the family budget, the family Insurance policy, and the
analysis of the tax bill as a payment for joint services. This
course should be as concrete as the home and economic problems
of the Individual. In this work the new school texts In the
social studies are of the utmost value. This study will lead
to the Inculcation of good citizenship."
42. Dr. Butterfield, op.clt.
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"The years since the World W'ar have given many people
deep conviction of the need of better civic education. There
has been an enlarged vision of some of Its possibilities. They
are asking, "Can social studies be made the means of civic edu-
cation adapted to everyday needs?’ Can we derive from the so-
cial sciences - economics, sociology, politics, social problems
and the like - studies adapted to Junior and senior high schooli
which shall In Important 'measure produce the appreciations.
Insight and Ideals that go with the making of a superior civic
behavior. Including political participation In republican gov-
ernment?
"Approved civicism clearly Includes Ideals, disposi-
tions and practices of full and willing obedience to the laws
of political orderliness; but It also Includes willingness and
ability to exert one’s self through study, voting, opinion-mak-
ing, and office-holding, to Initiate and to foster public or-
der, serviceable legislation, and other dynamic means of coop-
eratively sustaining governmental and political ef
f
Iclency
.
"43
In the above paragraphs, Snedden has outlined alms
and Ideals of the new program of social studies. The object of
this program Is to make the average citizen an active Instead
of a passive force In governmental affairs. "We must discover
ways and means of making civic education far more direct than
It has been heretofore." 43
1
43. What’s Wrong with American Education, pp.315ff.
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2. ANY KIND OF SCHOOLING WILL NOT PRODUCE GOOD CITIZENSHIP
"in a vague and general v«ay In recent years. It has
been the common belief that almost any kind of education con-
trlbuted to ’good citizenship’." Newspapers have lamented
on the fact that Dllllnger did not receive more than a few year
schooling, saying that If he had been given an average educa-
44
tlon he would have been a law-abiding American. Educational
cranks have brought up the old argument, time and again, that
It costs $300 a year to keep a man In jail and only $100 to kee;
a child In school - All well and good, but how does having a
child In school Insure his being a better citizen. If no es-
pecial care Is taken that he be taught to be one? Al Capone
went through the public schools of Chicago, and Abe Faber grad-
uated from M.I.T. Did education make either of them better
citizens? Can we hope to make good citizens without a planned
curriculum that specifies explicitly just what- we expect of a
good citizen?
3. CIVICISM CAN BE TAUGHT IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
In answer to the critics who say that we cannot hope
to teach objectives of civicism In our schools, Snedden replies
that civicism has been taught both In and out of school since
prehistoric times. Legends, traditions, and history always
have expressed patriotism, promotion of civic virtue, and valor
In time of need. The good civicism of 1776, 1789, 1861, or
1917, had to be learned somewhere by the leaders of the times.
1
’
)
43. Snedden, op.clt. p 316
44. an arltcle of this type appeared on the editorial page of
Boston Traveler, Jan. 14, 1929, "Crime vs. Education"
Boston
Scnoox Of Education
library
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If these people -were not taught in school, the home, church,
newspaper, and party gathering did It Instead.
4. WEAKNESS OF OUR EDUCATION POR CxVIC NEEDS
"The outstanding weakness of our education for civic
needs Is the vagueness at present of Its concrete purpose. In
the minds of many
,
all education Is ’civic’ just as sometimes
It Is said to be ’moral’ or ’cultural’. In the absence of any
conscious purpose, muchof so-called civic education Is certalnl;r
futile and unproductive.
'
”lt can hardly be seriously contended that the lin-
guistic, mathematical, natural science, and art studies of our
schools contribute visibly to civic Ideals. It Is doubtful
whether our study of literature makes such contribution, save
accidentally or occasionally. A critical student must also be
doubtful whether high school history studies make any tangible
civic contribution In view of the methods and alms now con-
trolling such studies.
"It seems true that much of the crystallzed knowledge
we have In te:xtbooks Is unserviceable for this purpose, simply
because It cannot be made to have a vital relationship to the
45problems that are to confront the future citizens."
45: Snedden, op. clt. page 320
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5. MAHONEY’S PLAN FOR A NEW SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM
’’The new deal for the social studies would mean a
wholly different treatment of history In the lower grades, a
discarding of the old-world background in grades VI. or VII.,
a soft-pedalling of much of the history In secondary school
that deals with Issues and problems of a bygone day, and a
strong emphasis on material that throws light on present day
affairs; the Inclusion of a block of work on social psychology;
of a block on race relations; of a block of work on ant hropolog; •.
”lt would mean also that we should gather together
teaching materials of a sort calculated to make our students
economically literate, and deal with those materials from grade
VII to grade XII. It would mean further, that In every grade
above VT
. ,
we should try to make our students knowledgeable
about the great game of politics, as that game Is actually
played In city, state, and nation. It would mean that we
should dip Into literature and music too; and select therefrom
those materials from which we may squeeze out civic values.
It would' mean putting the social studies to work, to attain
ends or objectives we have clearly In mind, ©f course. It
would mean two other things: the prepara t lonof teachers equip-
ped to handle such a program and the education of adults to
such an understanding of the new deal program that teachers
might develop It without danger of losing their jobs.” 46
46. Speech at Cleveland, before N.E.A. conference. In Feb. 1934
Reported In i,a^rence Tribune, peb. 27, 1934, page 16
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6. HOW CIVICS SHOULD BS TAUGHT
"What use Is all this flag saluting and teaching
government as It Is supposed to work, but never telling how It
does work?
"when a city pays 4 times the assessed value for
every school site acquired since ten years back, should civic
teaching sidestep such a fact?
"when the Commissioner of Weights & Measures puts
his O.K» on 1384 false scales In 1347 places examined, and
nothing Is done about It, should not civics classes sit up
and take notice?
"When a sheriff of New York County on a salary of
about flO,uOO deposits over ^360,000, In six years and can't
tell now he got It, storm signals should be hoisted In every
civics class.
"These are just a few of the Instances brought out
In the Seabury Investigation In New York City.
"Mr. Lyman Beecher Stowe, a popular lecturer, was
Invited to address one of our high schools and chose for his
subject the Seab.ury Investigation. He was later Informed that
this subject could not be discussed
"Boys and girls should get a clear distinction be-
tween local, state, and national politics, and develop a real
Interest and zest In local affairs. They should not be too
easily "led by the nose", but eager to know the Interests behind
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each newspaper. Instead of a civics class doing this In a
single short term. It should be carried through the year both
In school and college
"Let no young citizen grow up with the Idea that his
duty begins and ends with voting. Election day Is harvest day
and the nominations, wire pullings and deals that have preceded
It must be watched and followed up by an alert public, and. If
necessary, an Independent ticket put Into the field, A farmer
who had neither planted or hoed all summer could get up mighty
little Interest In a crop of Canadian thistles and ragweed.
Similarly, the voters who have done nothing all through the
year and do not know how to tackle the problem are found on
election day saying: "What’s the use?"
"Suppose the 25 million In our public schools and
colleges today were alive and full of zest to govern
themselves, to adjust themselves to their social environment,
to acquire some technique In the art of human relations, to
understand political problems In their own locality and be In-
spired to have part In solving them, then we should be meeting
4-7
the demands of the Pounders of the Republic."
47: CIVICS AS IT SHOULD BE TAUGHT-TRUTH ABOUT POLITICS: Issued
by the National self Government committee, N.y.Clty, 14 pagi
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CHAPTER EIGHT: VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROBLEMS
1. TOO MANY STUDYING COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS IN H.S. TODAY
"The training of 800,000 high school students to be
bookkeepers v>hen four-fifths of them will find no opportunity
to enter this occupation, was cited before hundreds of promi-
nent educators to-night as typical of the sad vocational mis-
takes now being made In American schools.
"The failure to correlate the number of students
preparing for various occupations with the probable number of
opportunities for which they will compete, was the subject of
Dr. Walter V. Bingham; director of the Personnel Research Fed-
eration of New York City.
"Behind this failure and largely because of It, Is
the almost complete lack of dependable statistics upon which
estimates of the absorbing capacity of occupations might be
predicted. Predictions now being made are as apt to be wrong
as right, because too often they are based on opinion or rumor.
"One of the most Important services the government
should perform would be the operation of a continuous statistic
al service, covering the present and future demands In all
classified occupations, giving the number of people ready or
preparing to fill them.
"Pointing out that the Department of Agriculture
has spent millions maintaining for farmers and traders a com-
plicated crop-reporting service. Dr. Bingham declared that
’the conditions affecting the growing crop of bookkeepers.
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toolmakers and dentists should be as Important as reports of
the cotton crop .
’
"Plans for a labor Information service of this type
are embodied In the Wagner-Peyser bill, submitted to Congress,
but now ’threatened by a minority who have not as yet appre-
ciated Its vital need’."
2. FLOODING OF VOCATIONAL FIELDS A RESULT OF THE DEPRESSION
It seems a pity that those who spend years master-
ing the commercial course cannot find employment as bookkeep-
ers and stenographers, that those who study trades cannot put
their learning to use after leaving school. A pupil who com-
pletes a four year course In high school often finds he has
prepared for a field that Is over-crowded; there Is no chance
for the beginner to put his book-practice to account when
thousands who are experienced In that line are walking the
streets on account of lack of business. According to the
49
American Federation of Labor there were about 13,689,000 peo-
ple unemployed In U.S. In March, 1933, and about 10,905,000
unemployed In March, 1934. From these figures, one draws the
conclusion that no matter what course of study the Individual
pursues In the secondary school now, his chances of finding a
business opening are slim.
3. WHAT THE HIGH SCHOOL SHOP COURSES ARE DOING
Vocational courses have come under fire for two out
50
standing reasons, according to Edward H. McCabe, head of .the
48: Speech at Cleveland, Feb. 22, 1934, reported In Lawrence
Tribune, for Feb. 23, 1934, page 10
49: Literary Digest :May 12,1934, page 9, col. 2
50: Address to local 244, Amer. Federation of Teachers, Lawren
Mass.
, March IS, 1934
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machine shop department of Lawrence High School. In the first
place there are large numbers who will never get work along
the lines of their study. Palling to find employment In the
line they have prepared for, there Is a tendency to blame
their school training, thinking that their training Is Infer-
ior to others who are more successful at gaining a living In
that line. Secondly, they mistake the purpose of the second-
ary school shop course. Its purpose, according to Mr. McCabe,
Is not to turn out a trained mechanic or trade worker In ten
hours a week period for four years. The object of the program
Is to Increase their manual skill, and an Idea of the char-
acteristics of various trades. Training them to think Is the
underlying objective. Since the majority of those enrolled
In this field are not In the superior I.C^. group, and because
they profit little by book-work In the academic course, It Is
believed that they can gain more In a manual course In which
j
each one Is given a manual task. The child who cannot see
logically his mistakes In algebra will easily understand that
|
his carving l s Inch off measurement on one side because he
did not handle It properly on the lathe. The latter mistake
Is a concrete one which can be analysed In detail by the In-
structor, because the piece of work remains In view, whereas
an oral answer that Is wrong In another course vanishes Into
thin air and out of the pupil’s mind.
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Critics of the shop courses find fault vvlth the
small amount of finished work that Is turned out, whereas the
object Is not that of Individual production at all. Individ-
ual assignments are not ends In themselves, but only means of
aiding the Individual to think for himself and to profit by
mistakes
.
4. HANDICAPS PLACED UPON THE SHOP COURSES
Pupils In the shop course field are admittedly of
lower mental development, because this department serves as a
dumping ground for those who fall to achieve a passing mark
In the other courses of study. The school, contrary to Butter
field's teaching, turns the ’’other fifty percent Into the shop
(He believes each field should carry Its own dullards) . Now
consider why this shop program for ’’the fifty percent” Is not
as good as the new civic curriculum that has been referred to
In the previous chapter.
First, the Lawrence High School Is crowded to the
doors. In the shop courses much space Is occupied by necessar
equipment. There Is a certain amount of responsibility for
the shop Instructor In keeping an eye on all the class so that
people may not Inflict Injury on themselves by unadvised or
51
careless handling of materials. To do this successfully. It
Is not advisable to have classes cf more than 24 working In a
51
single shop at once. Because of this limitation, one can
readily see how difficult It would be to take care of a great-
ly Increased enrollment by extending shop subjects. Large
51: This statement made by Mr. McCabe
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numbers at present have caused the Introduction of "split
periods" to accomodate the overflow. Obviously the value of
such a program Is limited when the teaching time Is cut down
In this manner.
5. EXPANSION OF SHOP COURSES EXPENSIVE
Suppose shop work were to take In still more pupils
and It were decided to expand Its facilities. The expense of
such a project would be tremendous. It would mean the need
of far more floor space, for machinery needs large area; It
would entail the purchase of costly equipment, for such things
run Into money fast; It would mean the addition of many extra
teachers, for there Is great limitation on the number a shop
Instructor can handle at once.
>
Therefore It Is logical to conclude that schools
will not- try to solve their Increased enrollment problem by
the Introduction of further shop work, because It Is the most
expensive sort of education to set up, and It gives less re-
turn per tax dollar on the number It can Instruct. Schools
that have shop courses will, of course, utilize them, but It
Is fair prophecy that there will be no extentlon of this ac-
tivity, at least before the coming of better times.
6. OBJECTIONS TO SHOP COURSES IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
52
Snedden holds forth certain objections to shop
courses wo might mention. He believes that we cannot expect
to do much In the secondary school with courses that Impart
vocational knowledge; the pupils are only 13-18, whereas one
52: op.clt. page 356ff.
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should be 17-21 to get the most out of a vocational course.
(This explains partly why the private commercial school Is
more successful than high school courses In that line.) High
schools give a smattering of several trades, and a limited
number of situations In any one trade. Apprenticeship In a
trade Is a full-time business; school attendance Is a part-
time affair.
7. SNEDDEN’S PLAN FOR A BETTER SYSTEM OP VOCATIONAL INSTRUC-
TION
The present situation wherein every large high schoo!.
has a trade department, Snedden believes Is a mistake. Take
this course out of the high school, he says. Let the state or
county set up a big school to serve a centre of population wit
a radius of 25 miles. The city could pay tuition for such of
Its pupils that might attend as cheaply as maintaining a trade
department of its own. A better staff of teachers could be as
sembled at the focal point, and a better physical plant provld>d.
The Idea of centrally located schools to serve a
given area could be carried over Into all vocational lines: th)^
commercial high school to serve two or three communities joint
ly; the domestic science course offered also under the plan of
state or county supervision. Then the local high schools coulp
offer a college course for those who wished It; a civic currlc
ulum for ’’the new fifty percent”.
This vocational plan looks radical, but radical planl^
sometimes bring welcome results. Perhaps the presentation of
vocational subjects has In the past been patterned too closely]
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after the academic curriculum - compartmentalized Into the
school program.
CHAPTER NINE
A NEV; DEAL FOR THE COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSE IN OUR HIGH
SCHOOLS
1. WHY STICK TO THE TRADITIONAL "COLLEGE COURSE" SUBJECTS?
Dr. Butterfield has made fine suggestions for the
betterment of the course of study for the "other fifty percent
However, he seems to believe the transfer of the basic prin-
ciple of a new civic curriculum either Impossible or unneces-
sary for the college preparatory group. If we consider his
quoted speech before the Department of Superintendence, In
53
which he says: "The high school In Its academic curriculum
must of course" (Ignore these changes) "since It must
fully devote Itself to the essentials, l.e., the committing to
memory of the proper answers to all the questions propounded
In the last ten years by the College Entrance Examination
Board .
"
Professor Mahoney, where he was quoted above, did
not Intimate that his aim was to limit the civic curriculum
only to those who were not going to college. And If we look
at the matter Impartially why will the college group be better
able to do without the new deal In the social studies? If we
take the Indifferent attitude of the average professional man
to politics as a criterion (Compare the difference In this
53: See note 31 above for reference
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people are more lax In their responsibilities politically.
2. COLLEGE COURSE CLINGS TO OUTWORN FORMS
One great trouble with our college preparatory cours i
In thb past has been Its clinging without much discrimination
to moss-bound traditions. The ancient Is good for our culture,
development, it seems. We might well sing thus with the Vic-
torian poet
:
’'The days decay as flowers of grass.
The years as silent waters flow;
All things that are depart, alasl
As leaves the winnowing breezes strow;
And still while yet, full-orbed and slow.
New suns the old horizon climb.
Old Time must reap, as others sow;
We are the gleaners after Time I"
"We garner all the things that pass.
We harbor all the winds may blow;
As misers, we upstore, amass
All gifts the hurrying Fates bestow;
Old chronicles of feast and show.
Old waifs of bygone rune and rhyme.
Old jests that made old banquets glow:-
We are the gleaners after Tlmel"
"We hoard old lore of lad and lass.
Old flowers that In old gardens grow.
Old records writ on tomb and brass.
Old spoils of arrow-head and bow.
Old wrecks of old worlds’ overthrow.
Old relics of Earth’s primal slime.
All drift that wanders to and fro:-
We are the gleaners after Tlmel"
(And the prayer of the ultra-reactionary classicist):
"Friends, that we know not and we know I
Wo pray you, by this Christmas chime.
Help us save the things that go:
We are the gleaners after Tlmel"
54
54: Ballad of Antiquaries by Austin Dobson (1881)
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3. PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENTS AT PHILLIPS ACADAMY, ANDOVER
Fortunately all people who have Influence with the
shaping of college preparatory curricula are not all "gleaners
after Time." At Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts, con-
siderable modification of the curriculum has been made by the
recently elected headmaster Dr. Claude M. Fuess. As he himself
55
expresses It, "It is more Important that a boy of today know
about Mussolini, Hitler, and Roosevelt than about Pericles and
Julius Caesar."
In the summer of 1933, It was announced that this
great academy, founded In 1778, would not any longer compel
students to take Latin. In Its stead was set up another com-
pulsory requirement, namely, a four year history course.
56
"In common with the general trend In education, the
new program attempts to connect the student’s work more In-
timately with his present and future life, and to that end pro-
vision Is made for work by every student In science, history,
music, and the arts, as well as In mathematics and languages.
Attention Is called especially to the provision made for his-
tory. Each boy will study Ancient History, 3 hours a week In
his Junior year, European History, 2 hours a week In his Lower
Middle year, English History, 3 hours a week In his Upper Mid-
dle year, and American History, Civics, and Current Problems
5 times a week In his Senior year. Obviously the lower
courses can be outline courses only, but they should provide a
better background for the understanding of the modern world
55: Declaration before 1934 dinner of Bos t on-Andover Alumni As sn
56: Outline of new course by Dean L.E. Lynde In the PhUllps
Bulletin, July 1933, pp 6-10
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and for the better comprehension of a foreign language or of
English literature. The course In American History & Current
Problems, given as the culmination of the series will be espe-
cially valuable. In the old program, few boys took more than
one course In history and many took none at all.
57
"The new curriculum will eventually provide consider-
able work In art, and In music, for which our equipment Is al-
ready good and constantly Increasing. There already elective
courses In Harmony and In the Appreciation of Architecture,
Painting, Sculpture, and Music. Beginning In 1934-35, there
will be a required course In the’ Appreciation of Art and Music
for Upper Mlddlers . Its aim will be the arousing of Interest
of the Individual student In his own development In these fields
57
"The Inclusion of history, science, and art In the
program for every student compels lessened requirements In some
other fields. In the old curriculum every boy was compelled to
take three foreign languages or to take four full years of math-
ematics. In the new, 4th year mathematics Is elective, and onlj
two foreign languages are required - 3 years In one language,
and 2 In the other. The languages may be any two of Latin,
Greek, French, and German.
57
"In general, the new program offers a greater variety
of work In each of the first three years than does the old cur-
riculum, and especially Is this of advantage In the Junior year,
where history and science are added. This new Junior year will
make better contact with the work of the lower schools and will
•
57: same as 56 above
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be more Interesting and profitable to the boys. The new cur-
riculum reveals an attempt that Is being made, by a better anal-
ysis of the needs and abilities of the boy and a better stlmuls-
tlon and direction of his efforts, to do more for him than has
been possible for him In the past." 57
4. DEFENSE OF THE CHANGES IN THE ANDCVER CURRICULUM
58
Dr. Fuess speaks thus In defense of his changes In
the traditional curriculum:
"Andover will not cease to Insist on high scholarshlj
,
on the value of accuracy-, thoroughness, and hard work; on the
Importance of sound character, on the doctrine that the finest
type of training Is that which leads a boy to accept duties anc
rely on himself. These principles have been fundamental at
Phillips Academy for a century and a half. They will not be
cha nged
58
"In education. It Is easy to become confused In
labels. The terms radical and conservative, progressive and
traditional, are employed altogether too loosely and Inaccura-
tely. Andover Is frequently referred to as a traditional
school. If this means that Andover Is proud of Its splendid
past, then I am willing to accept the adjective. But If It
means by traditional
,
controlled by Irrevocable precedents and
chained to outworn creeds. It Is not descriptive of the modern
Andover It Is bad enough to declare, with Carl Sandburg,
that ’the past Is a bucket of ashes, a sun gone down In the
West’, but It Is equally absurd to be like Walter de la Mare’s
58: Dr. Fuess, Phillips Bulletin, April, 1934, pp. 11-12
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016 JLm Jay, ’stuck fast In yesterday’. I like to think myself
that Phillips Academy Is a liberal school, animated by a liber-
al spirit and committed to a liberal program.
"what does liberalism In education mean? It means
for one thing that at Andover we are trying to get our boys
ready, not for some Imaginary planet or utopia, but for the
world In which, for good or evil, their lot Is cast. We want
them to Improve that world. But before they can Improve It,
they must adjust themselves to It...
"Liberalism Is not so much a system of rules as a
state of mind. A liberal school should be a place where plans
are being laid and things are being done; where the masters
are receptive of new Ideas and working for the future, not re-
lying lazily on the past; where the faculty teach not only
French, biology, or mathematics, but life; where the emphasis
Is not on passing examinations but on the excitation of mental
curiosity; where boys are trusted and are, therefore, trust-
worthy; where getting In a rut Is not only a mistake but a sin..
5. TEACHING PUPILS HOW TO LIVE THE CHIEF AIM OF A GOOD SCHOOL
59
"The aim of a good school Is, then, to teach boys
60
’the great end and real business of living’. But the ’business
of living’ Is very different today from what It was In 1778,
when those words were written. Cyrus was taught to ride, to
shoot the bow, and to speak the truth - an equipment hardly ad-
equate for the resident of New York City In 1934. It would
have been criminal to send St. George to fight the dragon with
59; Consult Bulletin of Dept, of Secondary School Principals
of N.E.A., Mar. 1934, for views of Judd, Briggs, and BlsselL
on this point, pp. 7-22
60; Purpose of the founder of Andover, Samuel Phillips In 1778
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a wooden sword, or to order a doughboy over the top armed with
a feather duster. In a democracy In which, theoretically, each
adult participates In government, It Is Important that pros-
pective' citizens should be acquainted with current problems,
political and economic, and to know how our Constitution was
written and how It has been modified. And so at Andover, we
try to Impart, not a cloistered or a futile scholarship, but a
method of approach and a point of view which will promote good
citizenship, as well as enrich a man’s cultural resources
What Is more Important, we are committed to the principle that
the school should be run for the benefit of the boys.... The
I
day Is gone when any school can justify Itself In establishing
a rigid mould and Insisting on every student’s being fitted to
It I am anxious not to be misunderstood. We believe un-
reservlngly In discipline - but not the discipline that forces
a .lad to do a meaningless task on the theory that his character
will be toughened by It. We are convinced that Interest Is far
stronger than fear and the one Infallible method of stimulating
scholarship among boys Is to lead them to enjoy study. We want
to be firm without being hard-boiled."
Dr. Fuess then outlined the type of man he wants on
his faculty. Not stern drlllmasters
,
Interested only In a
particular subject, but men young In spirit and In mind, able
to work sympathetically with boys.
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6. CONCLUSIONS OF CHAPTER NINE
Tbe above references to Phillips Academy show that It
Is possible to revise the classical curriculum to embrace the
new social order. Still more. It Is being done successfully by
a school of accepted high rank, and under the supervision of a
renowned educator. If this remarkable departure from the trad-
itional were the work of an unknown In some back- In-the-woods
school we might pass It by as a harebrained scheme of some pub-
licity seeker. When a school of such standard as Andover Is
willing to take the first step It Is more than likely that othei
will follow. Remembering that sl3?ty percent of the students
there are preparing for Yale, It Is possible that the conserva-
tive colleges of the East may liberalize their entrance require-
ment subject matter to make It possible for such a course of
study as the above to be acceptable. Dr. Puess has the same
objects In view as Professor Mahoney, namely, preparation "for
the great end and business of living”. Both regard the school
as the Instrumentality of perfecting a new social order. Fuess
has done for a great private school what Mahoney wants to see
accomplished In our public schools. With the necessity of
taking care of the new "fifty percent" In our Increased second-
ary schools with a new deal civic curriculum, why not kill two
birds with one stone by Installing a new civic curriculum for
the college preparatory course? Butterfield advocates music,
art, etc. for the new fifty percent. Fuess has already made
such courses compulsory for his college preparatory school
s
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students. A truly great man has made a great advance In the
course of study of a great school. Only tvio things can prevent
any public school from following his Ideas on college prepara-
tion: first, lack of funds to carry It out on such an elabor-
ate scale; second, public cppo si t Ion , because of lack of Infor-
mation and understanding of the new objectives. In regard to
the former, we may do a great deal without any additional ex-
pense than Is Incurred by our present system of courses; while
we might not be able to carry the program to Its entire comple-
tion at once, we could make big strides In that direction and
carry It still further with the dawn of better times. As for
the second objection, school people have only themselves to
blame. By their common apathy to the possibility of public
propaganda In their own Interests, teachers have let slip count
less opportunities to advance the great cause of education In
61
the past. Progressive school people must shout out from the
housetops the doctrines of educational liberalism In order to
win friends for a new deal program. No such program can do any
good If It Is kept like the light that was hid under a bushel.
61: This view sustained In reprint of McCall’s '’The Little Red
Schoolhouse" --a 12 page pamphlet Issued by the American
Federation of Teachers, May 1934.
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CHAPTER TEN: HOW TIGHTENED PURSE-STRINGS HANDICAP PUBLIC
EDUCATION
1. ECONOMIC PRESSURE UNDER TEE INCREASED SCHOOL ENROLLMENT.
The Commission on Public Expenditures, created as a
special recess committee In July, 1933, to report back to the
Massachusetts State Legislature of 1934 made the following re-
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port on Educatlon:-
"Educatlon continues to be the largest single depart-
mental appropi^la t Ion In the budget of the State and Its munici-
palities. The economies effected a year ago In response to the
general demand for more conservative budgeting were Insufflclen;
to make any appreciable difference in the cost of education.
It Is still much too high. Even as this report Is being writ-
ten the schools of New Bedford are forced to close a full two
weeks short of the end of the fiscal year, because the school'
appropriation has been exhausted, partly because of the stead-
fast refusal of the school authorities to cut the salaries of
school employees.
"Educators have demonstrated that school costs can
be greatly lowered, not at the expense of the child, but to the
benefit of the child. This means the elimination of politics,
the appllcat Ion of business-like methods, and the appointment
of teachers on the merit system. It means the strict adherence
to the essentials In education and the elimination of the non-
essentials. But It has been the experience of mayors, select-
men, and other officials that It Is more difficult to keep
school costs wltihln conservative bounds than those of any other
62: Report of Special Commission on Public Expenditures under
Chapter 55 of the resolves of 1933 pp.18 ff
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branch of government.
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"The school teachers’ lobby Is probably the strongest
tn the State. It appears that It Is giving but little Interest
to the considerations of the ta:xpayer who must provide the cost
for carrying on our schools. Nor does this lobby appear to
concern Itself primarily with the best Interest of the child.
It Is antagonistic toward economy measures. Its easy entry Intn
the homes of the pupils from the classroom makes possible the
circulation of effective propaganda against attempts to cut the
educational budget to fit the public purse. Parents are natu-
rally sympathetic through their desire to obtain the fullest
possible educational advantages for their children
62
"The Commission urges In the strongest possible term}
that budget reductions be made In the matter of school expendi-
tures In cities and towns In every possible way that will not
work actual harm to the education of children. Pall River has
reduced Its school budget by more than 35^ In a three-year per-
iod, apparently without appreciable danger or damage to the
quality of education.' The report to the Fall River Board of
Finance by nationally known educators states that their ’find-
ings mean that significant Improvements can be made' In the pre-
sent educational conditions, through the changes recommended,
and that, at the same time, present costs can be somewhat £ur-
ther reduced’ (even after the 35^). This commission advises
the careful study of the recommendations made In that report,
and the methods employed In reducing the operating costs."
62: op clt page 19
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Now let us consider how the legislative commission
would specifically provide for the "elimination of non-essen-
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tlals”:- "Last year the registration fee In the nine State Tea-
chers’ Colleges was raised from $20 to $50 a year for Massachu-
setts residents, and from $200 to $275 for non-residents. We
recommend that the fee for Massachusetts residents be raised
further from $50 to $100 a year.” "A year ago the Special Com-
mittee on Public E:xpendltures favored the' closing of two of the
Teachers’ Colleges" (and still does). "This Commission fur-
ther recommends that the trustees of Mass. State College Increasi
the fee for tuition from $100 to $150 a year ” . . . . ”t he fees char-
ged at Mass. School of Art for teacher-training from $50 to $100
a year.... and for non-teacher training. .. .from $75 to $150 a ye<
”We are agreed that the closing of three county training schoolii
will be an Important step." "This Commission recommends .... to
reduce to 25^ the present reimbursement by the State of one-
half of the amounts expended by them for the Instruction of
adults In the English language .... and other subjects Intended
to fit them for American citizenship." (They recommend such
reduction of state aid for 1934 only, and the total abolition
of such aid In 1935 ) . "Courses In Manual Training & Household
Arts are now compulsory In cities and towns of over 20,000
population, many of which would discontinue them If permitted.
We recommend that the law be amended so that they should be
optional In the future".
63: op.clt. pp.68 through 77 give verbatim the bills they
proposed to legislature to achieve these educational cur-
tallments. Fortunately all were ((killed In committee"
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ECONOMY PROGRAM FOR SCHOOLS ISSUED BY U.S. CHAMBER OP
COMMERCE
Tbe U.S* Chamber of Commerce has send out to local
chambers of commerce (1931) twenty suggestions for reduction In
school costs:
Possible fields of economy In school retrenchment.
1. Purchase of supplies.
2. Operation of physical plant.
3. Reduction In cost of collecting school funds and of debt
service by consolidation and refunding of outstanding
Indebtedness where possible .
4. Postponement of new capital outlay for buildings and re-
placements .
5. Transfer supervisors to classrooms.
6. Simplify curricula.
7. Simplify overhead administration & centralize responsi-
bility .
8. Shorten school day one hour.
9. Increase size of classes.
10. Increase teaching hours.
11. Repairs & maintenance of physical plant.
12. Suspend automatic Increases of salaries.
13. Reduction In teachers’ salaries not to exceed 10;^.
14. Shorten school year not to exceed 12^.
15. Discontinue evening classes.
16. Discontinue kindergartens.
17. Reduce elementary school curricula by consolidation from
8 to 7 years.
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18. Reduce high school curricula from four to three years.
19. Transfer 1-3 rd of the cost of all Instruction above
high school level from ta:xpayer to pupil.
20. Impose fee on high school students.
(64)
3.
OPPOSING PROGRAM OF AMERICAN FEDERATICN OF LABOR
(64)
1. Waste & extravagance must be determined by careful study
the responsibility placed where It belongs, and no econ-
omies which harm the children permitted.
2. No curtailment or elimination of any school activity
necessary to the maintenance and Improvement of educa-
tional standards.
3. Raise the top-age of compulsory school attendance.
4. No reduction In teachers’ salaries.
5. No Increase In the size of classes.
6. No shortening of the school year.
7. No elimination of valuable subject matter.
8. No lengthening of the school day.
9. Free texts for all.
10. Widest extension of the program of adult education.
11. Tenure laws for teachers.
12. Maintenance & Improvement of teaching standards.
13. Adequate school buildings adapted to the needs of mo-
dern education.
14. Increased revenues to maintain & develop public educa-
tion. More money for public education, not less. Our
complex social order, the complications of our economic
system, call for widening the scope & Influence of our
public schools and require larger Instead of restricted
appropriations
.
15. Equal educational opportunities for all children.
64. Reprinted from the American Teacher, April, 1933.
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4. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER TEN:
It Is not the purpose of the writer to become Invol-
ved In a discussion of a partisan nature on the subject of
school expenditures In time of depression. It Is his purpose
In this work to bring up the Issue merely to show that It Is
alive with controversy. Both the programs of the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce and the American Federation of Labor are listed a-
bove to give the reader opportunity to compare the alms of both
parties. The report of the special recess committee of the
Massachusetts State Legislature Is also presented without the
author’s comment, to Illustrate how many are the school prob-
lems before the legislature today. To many minds It has come
to the point, not of what we need or what we should have, but
of what we can afford to appropriate for education.
The financial picture has been Included In the dis-
cussion because whatever plans or changed have been advocated
In previous chapters must be limited by the ability of the
community to finance such projects. For better or worse, much
of the public school policy In the near future will be deter-
mined by the dollar and cents angle Involved. Any plans of
educational change or Improvement that Involve sizable expen-
ditures or outlay may as well be classed as an utopian Ideal.
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CONCLUSION:
There has been an unprecedented Increase of enroll-
ment In the secondary school since the war, which has contlnue<,
to Increase at an even more remarkable rate since the depres-
sion of 1929. This enrollment started to Increase In the era
of prosperity after the war when the parents of more and more
children felt wealthy enough to keep them In school for a long-
er period of time than formerly. Strangely the Increase be-
came even more with the coming of depression, because lack of
opportunity In the way of gainful employment brought children
back to the schools In ever- Increasing hosts. Of course this
meant Increased high school enrollment, since these youne peo-
ple were of secondary school age.
The situation finds the high school In a trying po-
sition at the present time. If It were merely the problem of
meeting the avalanche of numbers alone It would be one thing,
but the awkward part of the situation lies In the fact that a
large part of the Increased enrollment has no Interest In ed-
ucation at all. If one were to ask them what they e^cpected to
get out of their time In school, they would answer: "Nothing"
Like the old song says, their attitude toward school Is: "We’ro
here because we’re here".
In the former period of prosperity the high school
never had many of this type enrolled, because the person who
had neither the ability nor the desire to learn found It more
to his advantage to seek gainful employment at the earliest
age possible - the age of fourteen.
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That many minors betiwesn the ages of fourteen and slj?*
teen found employment Is proved by the high enrollment enjoyed
by the continuation schools In 'the early ’ twenties.
When the high school enrollment began to mount rap-
idly with the coming of less prosperous times In the late
’twenties. It was the common opinion that It was of a temporary
nature, and would recede to normal with the return of a greater
demand for labor. However, that greater demand never came, and
what Is even more certain Is that on account of the passage of
the National Recovery Act, It never will come.- The development
of labor-saving devices has kept putting more and more out of
work from time to time; It was to remedy the evil of over-pro-
duction that code authorities were established. The central
thought of NRA Is the cutting down of hours of labor and the
\
*
wiping out of surplus stock. All of which means the lessening
of opportunity In Industry for minors, because with the payment
of a flj?ed minimum wage child labor Is no longer profitable.
Therefore, the youth who entered high school as a temporary ex-
pedient In slack times finds that he Is legally barred from the
field of labor until his 16 th birthday by the terms of the codei.
Now that the Increased enrollment has come to stay,
the problem of how to absorb It confronts the high school. It
would bo a waste of time and effort to try to put these people
through academic paces for two years more, until they become
sixteen, since they never appreciated that kind of thing. Be-
sides doing no good to themselves, their presence In the same
classroom with children who have an earnestness of purpose
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mould only result In the retardation of the latter. It has
been the custom In the past In many schools to weed out the
weak and the lazy from the college and commercial courses and
put them Into that great vague classification known as "the
general course", which seems to have no central form or plan of
study, which prepares for nothing definite, but which hands out
a smattering of many subjects In diluted form to those taking 1:.
Fortunately, all educators are not ready to adopt a
laissez-faire attitude toward the new enrollment. If everyone
were satisfied to throw them all together In a general course
program and permit them to carry on at a mediocre pace. In time
the morale of the school would be broken down by the prevalence
of mediocre achievement. In the midst of the confusion we hear
the voice of Commissioner Butterfield of Connecticut, who advo-
cates the creation of a special kind of curriculum for this
"new fifty percent". He .declares that the college and commer-
cial courses and vocational guidance courses are justified In
that It Is their place to prepare for something that comes afte*
high school In the form of a profession or trade. However, all
others are going to follow jobs that cannot be preceded by a
course of preparation in sdhool. Therefore, Instead of train-
ing or preparing them, -let them be educated. Admittedly their
standards of living out their leisure time Is not as high as
may be attainable under organized guidance on the part of the
school
.
So the school takes upon Itself the functions of tea-
Ing these youngsters the way to a richer existence than they

would otherwise have known. First of all, study out the needs
of the Individual and teach accordingly. He reads for pleasure;
he reads for Interest and curiosity of what Is going on In the
I
world about him. It Is logical then that we whould emphasize
school guidance of his reading habits. Reading should be made
a major subject.
Study of the needs of this new group also reveals thej
should be given Instruction In the workings of government, that
they should learn the Ins and outs of politics that they should
become world-conscious, they should be Intelligent on matters ol
current Import. Also their sense of the aesthetic should not be
lost; so art and music must be put Into the curriculum.
In teaching these young people -how to live, emphasize
the social side of their education. The school should not be li.
terested chiefly In horaelesson preparation, but should give at-
tention to the development of the Individual for life sltuatloni
His ability for self-expression, for example, la Important trait,
Ing for the future.
The school can do much for the establishment of a mor«
civic minded student body by revising particularly Its methods
In English and the. Social Sciences. In the former contemporary
literature should take over the centre of the stage. As much
composition and other work forms should be build around current
Interests as the Ingenuity of the Instructor will permit. His-
tory should be carried down to emphasis on the modern and re-
tention of the past only In as much as It has bearing on the
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present. The aim of the social science courses should be the
production of more conscious-minded citizenry with an Intelli-
gent Interest In the workings of the governmental structure, and
this cannot be achieved If the course only takes up the theoret"
leal workings of political organs. The pupils should be taught
what goes on behind the scenes In order that they may be organi-
zed to overcome gross mls-management of public trust.
Vocational education cannot give employment to more
than a small percentage of those who pursue It In the secondary
school. Certain kinds of vocational training are expensive to
maintain, particularly shop courses, and It Is questionable whe-
ther they give an ample return to those who pursue them. For
the most part. Instruction In trade lines can best be given In
the form of post-graduate training. In view of the uncertain
condition of the skilled trades today are we doing the right
thing to overcrowd the field with thousands of new apprentices?
Are we doing the right thing bji the youngster when we open to
him a course of study that leads to a blind-alley conclusion
with little hope of material satisfaction after he has attained
Its mastery?
Would It not be better to shift the emphasis of our
j
secondary school away from the question of how to make a living
and change It to how to llve^ In the case of the non-preparing
i,
groups this can be performed more readily than In the case of ij
the college preparatory group, where the high school learns whajj:
the college wants, and then sets out to teach It. However, the
transformation of Andover Academy under Puess proves that even
In the case of the college preparatory pupil the chief thought
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can be placed on "the great end and business of living". Per-
haps the secondary school In the future will become more Inde-
pendent of the tyrannical requirements for preparation handed
down from the colleges above. As Dean Holmes said In Chaos or
Cosmos In Education there Is no great merit In the present set
of requirements for admittance to college, for the student drop|^
those high school subjects he has to have to get In, and once
Inside he embarks on an entirely new course. Even If the pre-
sent college requirements cannot be removed Immediately, the
course £> study within the high school can be more cognizant of
the possibilities of making Its pupils better citizens of tomar|».
Along with the Increased enrollment has come the fin-
ancial crisis which has seriously Impaired the services render-
ed by educational forces. It Is beyond the scope of this dis-
cussion as to who Is right and who Is wrong In the battle be-
tween those who want to cut school budgets and the friends of
the schools. However, It Is necessary to be conscious that
there Is such a problem and to know that the paralysis of the
ejxch.equer In many places prevents the carrying out of many pro
posed betterments In the educational program for the Increased
enrollment. The greatest handicap on educational progress In
the public school field today Is the lack of adequate appropri-
ations. Until such time as the purse Is more plentiful, the
necessary will continue to be placed before the optional; that
which costs less will often be regarded as the best by money-
lacking communities.
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Spencer, 1872, In Education - a series of essays
by Spencer published by A. L. Burt without date.
Only difference Is need to substitute Civic
Curriculum for science and It still holds.
"Readings In Citizenship" by Jones & Vandenbosch,
Macmillan, 1932, a collection of material 800
suited for Inclusion In reading curriculum of
new civic courses.
pag 9S
"Civics as It should be taught". Issued by the National
Self Govt. Committee, N.Y. 3rd edition, 1934
reveals part of graft In politics; the need of
teaching It to the H.S. civics classes shown.
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"Lawrence Yesterday & Today" by ^^.B.Dorgan 1st ed. 1919,
2nd ed. 1924; as a source for school figures In
Lawrence; certain figures in 1st ed. omitted In the
second
.
"Methods of Teadhlng Vocational Subjects" by A.F. Payne, 1926,
MaGraw-Hlll Book Co. A good text for teaching fun-
damentals of education history and procedure In
class to vocational teachers In the trades. - A book
of this nature would be needed for teachers In the
new civic curriculum.
"Bulletin of the Dept, of Secondary School Principals of N.e.A.
for 1954 March. pages 7-23 especially.
"Teaching of English In the Secondary School" by Charles Swain
Thoma s-Koughton Mifflin, 1927, chapter on "Cooperation
with other departments".
"Social Disorganization" Elliot & Merrill, 1934, Harper & Bro.
a very sordid view on the morals of the underpriv-
ileged chlldren-overdrawn
.
"The great Investment In a democracy. Secondary Education",
by Thos. H. Briggs, 1930 Harvard Unlv. Press; the
state should get a return In the form of a better
citizen from money spent on public H.S. education.
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